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Abstract

Abundant evidence from social psychology suggests that people dislike openly

disagreeing with each other. We study the implications of perceived disagreement

aversion in a strategic disclosure setting where a sender faces a receiver with a dif-

ferent prior. With a binary state, excluding the knife-edge case of identical priors,

full disclosure of the sender’s information is feasible only if the receiver’s prior is

close enough to the symmetric of the sender’s prior. If full disclosure is infeasible,

only information congruent with the prior bias of the most extreme player is fully

disclosed. Minimizing perceived disagreement can paradoxically be counterproduc-

tive from an ex ante perspective. Disagreement averse players prefer to be matched

with players whose priors are similar, thus providing the basis for echo chambers

under endogenous sorting. The effect of prior heterogeneity under unknown priors

echoes that observed under known priors. Perceived disagreement aversion arises en-

dogenously within simple games of delegation, relation-specific investment and com-

petitive authority assignment. Finally, in committees featuring disagreement averse

players, moderate prior heterogeneity encourages public information acquisition
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Citizens’ political behavior is heavily influenced by the information available to them,

which is a key reason why political parties, lobbies and governments often devote sig-

nificant amounts of resources to influencing centralized information flows (campaigns,

propaganda, censorship). But citizens also obtain information in a decentralized fashion

from talking to each other. The latter channel has arguably gained in relative importance

in the digital era (Internet, social media).1

Decentralized information exchange within social networks however exhibits many

forms of bias. People do not talk equally easily about all topics, are not equally willing

to disclose all facts or opinions, and are not equally likely to talk to everyone. A 2016

poll by the online employment website CareerBuilder finds that 42 percent of respondents

avoid talking politics at the office while 44 percent may talk about it but interrupt the con-

versation if it becomes heated.23 Social-psychologists have developed a wide repertoire

of concepts to describe informational biases arising in social networks, e.g. Taboos, Over-

ton windows, opinion corridors, political correctness, conversational minefields, echo chambers,

confirmation bias, pluralistic ignorance, information avoidance.

Two aspects appear to play an important role in generating biases, namely the ten-

dency to avoid open conflict of opinion and the heterogeneity in prior beliefs across indi-

viduals. This paper focuses on the consequences of these two features for central forms of

social learning. A main source of tension is that when priors differ, while any informative

experiment on average reduces disagreement, particular signal realizations can increase

disagreement. While our main focus is on strategic information disclosure, we also shed

light on the choice of interaction partners and the acquisition of public information in

groups. Central questions addressed are as follows. How is the informativeness of equi-

1See Sunstein (2007), p. 52.: "In contrast to television, many of the emerging technologies are extraordinarily

social, increasing people’s capacity to form bonds with individuals and groups that would otherwise have been en-

tirely inaccessible. Email, instant messaging, texting and Internet discussion groups provide increasingly remarkable

opportunities, not for isolation, but for the creation of new groups and connections.".
2Political Talk Heats Up the Workplace, According to New CareerBuilder Survey, CareerBuilder.com, Press

Releases, July 2016.
3See also for example the following recommendation from the gentleman’s manual "Hills Manual of

Social and Business Forms" from (1879): ”Do not discuss politics or religion in general company. (...) To discuss

those topics is to arouse feeling without any good result.”
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librium disclosure affected by prior disagreement and respective prior biases? Can the

practice of avoiding disagreement be counterproductive from an ex ante perspective? Do

people prefer to be matched with individuals who have similar priors? Which individual

matches of individuals give rise to the highest incentive to acquire information?

Mutz (2006) reviews a number of studies showing that Americans avoid discussing

politics with non like-minded people for fear of creating tensions.4 A large body of ex-

perimental and empirical evidence documents that individuals tend to state opinions that

conform to what they believe others think. Bursztyn et al. (2017) found that subjects were

more likely to publicly reveal immigration-critical views two weeks after Donald Trump’s

victory than two weeks before it (before it became apparent that such views were shared

by a large fraction of the population). Prentice and Miller (1993) established that students

refrained from expressing dissent with campus alcohol practices based on the erroneous

conviction that they held a potentially stigmatizing minority view. In the seminal experi-

ments conducted by Asch (1955), subjects wrongly evaluated the length of a line in public

after being exposed to other participants’ (artificially induced) wrong assessment. Impor-

tantly, Deutsch and Gerard (1955) showed that this effect is weaker if subjects report their

judgment privately, so that others’ perceived disagreement is unaffected.

Disagreement aversion has many potential causes5. Individuals might experience an

intrinsic psychological discomfort from being explicitly confronted with disagreement in

views (Festinger, 1957; Domínguez et al., 2016). The aversion may instead be driven by

the anticipation of adverse consequences stemming from disagreement. Political practice

in north-western Europe (e.g. Netherlands and the so-called Polder model, Scandinavia)

puts a strong emphasis on reaching consensus, in particular in negotiations between dif-

4See Mutz (2006), p. 107: "There is already ample evidence in support of the idea that people avoid politics as

a means of maintaining interpersonal harmony. For example, in the mid 1950s, Rosenberg noted in his in-depth

interviews that the threat to interpersonal harmony was a significant deterrent to political activity. More recent case

studies have provided further support for this thesis. Still others have descried in great detail the lengths to which

people will go in order to maintain an uncontroversial atmosphere. Likewise, in focus group discussions of political

topics, people report being aware of, and wary of, the risks of political discussion for interpersonal relationships. As

one focus group participant put it, "It s not worth it...to try and have an open discussion if it gets them [other citizens]

upset"".
5See Golman et al. (2016) for a general review of what the authors term a preference for belief consonance.
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ferent labor market organisations.

Heterogeneous prior beliefs are an integral part of many social situations. Instances

range from views on general political questions (climate change, immigration, free trade,

religion and its consequences) to how to manage a firm or optimize an investment portfo-

lio. A key underlying cause is that people have different personal histories (experiences,

socialization, education).6

The main section of the paper (section 1) examines a simple game of disclosure by a

potentially informed sender (S) who is averse to disagreement as perceived by an unin-

formed receiver (R). The state of the world is binary (0 or 1) and S and R have different

publicly observed prior beliefs βS and βR that the state is 1. A binary informative signal

σ 2 f0, 1g of commonly known precision p is available to S with some commonly known

probability ϕ.

Our equilibrium characterization exhibits the following key properties. First, except

under knife-edge conditions there always exists a unique equilibrium. Second, full dis-

closure is not always an equilibrium outcome. Third, increasing the difference in priors

can imply better information transmission: For given p, βR and excluding the knife-edge

case of βS = βR, full disclosure is feasible only if S’s prior is close enough to 1� βR. Com-

munication thus improves in the degree of symmetry of priors around 1
2 : Being similarly

extreme is beneficial conditional on biases being opposed. Fourth, better information

quality is always helpful: The higher p, the larger the set of values of βS for which full

disclosure is feasible. Fifth, if disclosure is partial, S only reveals information congruent

with the most extreme player’s prior bias. As we discuss, this can generate echo chambers

like dynamics (i.e. confirmatory information bias) in a random matching setup.

Subsection 1.2 takes an ex ante perspective on equilibrium and disagreement. We

show that the practice of avoiding perceived disagreement can backfire from an ex ante

perspective. In other words, in some instances political correctness involves hidden costs.

In the eyes of S, (ex ante) expected perceived disagreement can be higher in equilibrium

than it would be under full disclosure, implying that S would prefer to commit to full

disclosure. Furthermore, in the eyes of a third party with a prior potentially different

6See Morris (1995) for an early general discussion, and Acemoglu et al. (2016), Banerjee and Somanathan

(2001), Gentzkow and Shapiro (2006), and Dixit and Weibull (2007) for modeling applications.
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from S’s and R’s and who cares about reducing actual disagreement between S and R, the

equilibrium outcome with a perceived disagreement-averse sender can be worse than full

disclosure. Subsection 1.3 considers disclosure under uncertainty about priors, which is

in many contexts very realistic. We obtain results concerning the positive implications of

prior heterogeneity which echo those obtained under known priors. Subsection 1.4 shows

that if people can choose whom to be matched with, they prefer individuals whose prior

is similar. Combining this feature with our equilibrium characterization, we conclude

that selective matching further reinforces echo chamber dynamics as compared to the

benchmark case of random matching.

Section 2 examines how our findings extend in a variety of fundamental directions.

Subsection 2.1 tests the robustness of our results to an information structure featuring

continuous signals satisfying the MLRP property. The main qualitative features of our

characterization survive. Subsection 2.2 identifies a variety of games in which a disclo-

sure stage is followed by one or several stages of decision making that generate material

payoffs for both parties (e.g. delegated decision making, relation-specific investment,

competition for authority). We find that in equilibrium, the privately informed party acts

as if disagreement averse at the disclosure stage in his quest to strategically influence

subsequent decision making. In consequence, the same informational biases and positive

implications of heterogeneity arise in such contexts as in our main characterization. Sub-

section 2.3 assumes that R is interested in learning the state and examines implications of

our preceding analysis. Finally, subsection 2.4 considers a game of costly collective acqui-

sition of public signals by parties who are (perceived) disagreement averse. Though the

game is strategically different from our disclosure game, it addresses the same underly-

ing problem of learning in groups with heterogenous prior beliefs. We find that moderate

disagreement in prior beliefs optimally incentivizes information acquisition, in a way that

echoes our main findings.

Our theory offers a putative explanation of the following two stylized facts (call these

A and B). First, many citizens are exposed disproportionately to information that con-

firms their worldview and thus evolve within so-called echo chambers. Second, social

psychologists have documented very significant positive assortative matching in com-

municative behavior on the basis of worldviews (worldview homophily), partially as a
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result of the Internet. These stylized facts are often presented and discussed together.7

Our tentative explanation of these facts rests on rationality, heterogeneous priors and

aversion to (perceived) disagreement. First, our model predicts confirmatory bias given

like-minded matches. Assume intermediate information precision and consider matches

of individuals with very similar priors (and thus similar prior biases). For such pairs, only

information congruent with the shared bias will be disclosed in equilibrium. Second, our

model predicts a preference for interacting with people with similar priors, in (correct)

anticipation of subsequent equilibrium disclosure. It follows that if people can choose

whom to interact with, assortative matching will take place.

Can the same stylized facts be explained by other theories and if so, to what extent is

our theory more compelling? An alternative theory is that people talk in order to make

the "right decisions" (say match the state) and induce others to do the same. This theory

predicts that more similar worldviews lead to better information transmission but thereby

fails to explain the association of A and B. Yet another theory is to simply assume that 1)

people naturally associate with others who have similar worldviews and that 2) people

with similar priors share the same confirmation bias. In consequence, the facts that peo-

ple share naturally tend to be confirming facts. In this theory, it is unclear why rational

people would associate with others who have the same confirmation bias as themselves,

7See Mutz (2006), p. 9: "Social network studies have long suggested that likes talks to likes; in other words, people

tend to selectively expose themselves to people who do not challenge their view of the world. Network survey after

network survey has shown that people talk more to those who are like them than to those who are not, and political

agreement is no exception to this general pattern." . See also Sunstein (2007), p. 145: "because of self-sorting,

people are often reading like-minded points of view, in a way that can breed greater confidence, more uniformity

within groups, and more extremism. Note in this regard that shared identities are often salient on the blogosphere, in

a way that makes polarization both more likely and more likely to be large". See also Sunstein (2006), p. 63: "The

phenomenon of group polarization has conspicuous importance for the communications market, where groups with

distinctive identities increasingly engage in within-group discussion. (...) New technologies, emphatically including

the Internet, make it easier for people to surround themselves (virtually of course) with the opinions of like-minded but

otherwise isolated others, and to insulate themselves from competing views. For this reason alone, they are breeding

ground for polarization, and potentially dangerous for both democracy and social peace.".
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if learning the truth is their ultimate goal. Yet another theory is to retain 1) and assume

that 2) people are naive about the information held and provided by others with similar

beliefs: The reason they have similar beliefs is that they in fact have learned the same type

of information. Their worldviews are in fact posteriors and not priors. This is essentially

an instance of correlation neglect and its corollary, namely overweighting of others’ infor-

mation, as explored in Levy and Razin (2015, 2016) and Glaeser and Sunstein (2009). The

theory assumes an element of bounded rationality, which is not the case of our theory.

Literature review In its foundations, our paper relates to a literature studying how

public information relates to disagreement in beliefs. A much studied phenomenon is

polarization, which refers to situations where individuals update in opposite directions

on the basis of the same information. This may result from different prior beliefs (Dixit

and Weibull, 2007; Acemoglu et al., 2007; Sethi and Yildiz, 2012), different privately ob-

served prior signals (Andreoni and Mylovanov, 2012) as well as ambiguity (Baliga et al.,

2013). Under certain conditions, disagreement in beliefs may persist in the long run, i.e.

asymptotically (Acemoglu et al., 2016; Andreoni and Mylovanov, 2012).8 Sethi and Yildiz

(2016) focus on the fact that observing others’ opinion over time, an observer learns both

about their subjective prior and about their private information concerning some objec-

tive state, thereby triggering non-trivial dynamics in belief updating.

An extensive body of research dating back to Crawford and Sobel (1982) and Milgrom

(1981) studies strategic information transmission between an informed sender (S) and an

uninformed receiver (R), either in the form of cheap talk or in the form of disclosure of

verifiable signals.9 These models typically involve a difference in players’ preferences

over R’s action conditional on the state. Newer papers study the case of different prior

beliefs, often featuring identical preferences given the state. Banerjee and Somanathan

(2001) and Kartik et al. (2015) study disclosure by multiple senders. In the first study,

which features privately known priors, only experts with extreme priors disclose infor-

mation, which on average has a moderating effect on R’s actions. In the second study, the
8Several papers in network economics consider the effect of individual conformity to the beliefs or opin-

ions of others on belief polarization (Dandekar et al., 2013; Buechel et al., 2015; Golub and Jackson, 2012).
9See in particular Dye (1985) and Shin (1994a,b, 2003) for the literature on disclosure. See Sobel (2013)

for a general review of the literature on strategic information transmission.
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authors identify cases where competition between senders promotes information revela-

tion. Che and Kartik (2009) examines the effect of prior belief misalignment on S’s incen-

tives to acquire costly information. Prior misalignment hurts disclosure but increases S’s

effort, so that R may ultimately benefit from more misalignment. In one of our extensions,

we consider a game in which an uninformed investor can decide how much to invest in a

project managed by an exogenously informed entrepreneur. We find that moderate prior

misalignment encourages disclosure by the entrepreneur.

In the above papers, S simply wants R’s first-order beliefs to be close to some state

dependent or independent bliss-point. In our paper, S effectively has preferences over

second-order beliefs of R: She wants R to believe that her own first-order beliefs are

close to those of S, i.e. cares about R’s perceived disagreement. In consequence, S might

for example want to conceal a signal that brings R’s first-order beliefs closer to hers (i.e.

reduces the actual disagreement) if this reduces perceived disagreement.

A strand of the literature on strategic information transmission features an endoge-

nous preference for belief conformity arising from reputational concerns. Morris (2001)

(see also Sobel, 1985; Benabou and Laroque, 1992; Ely and Välimäki, 2003) studies a

sender-receiver game with an endogenous reputational concern of the sender for be-

ing perceived as unbiased, which leads to distorted communication. Loury (1994) offers

a stimulating discussion of self-censorhip and political correctness in public discourse

stemming from such concerns. In Gentzkow and Shapiro (2006), S wishes to signal a high

quality of her information to R, who ultimately observes the actual state.10 This leads S

to bias her message towards R’s prior belief. Similarly, in our setup if S’s prior is more

10The models in Ottaviani and Sørensen (2006a) and Ottaviani and Sørensen (2006b) embed a similar

mechanism resulting in S’s reporting conforming to her own prior. Visser and Swank (2007) studies delib-

erative committees whose members want to signal high expertise. This gives them an incentive to pretend

to have similar signals (i.e. to agree) and to decide against the prior. Within a similar setup Levy (2007)

focuses on the impact of transparency rules on decision making. In a principal-agent setting, Prendergast

(1993) examines the agent’s incentive to match the (noisy) information of the principal in his report. Bursz-

tyn et al. (2017) consider a setting where a sender has to communicate his type to a receiver and has an

incentive to appear of the same type as the receiver. Bénabou (2012) shows that agents with anticipatory

utility may converge to each other’s wrong beliefs due to the dependence of one’s payoffs on the actions of

the others.
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extreme than R’s, S omits signals which contradict R’s prior. The motivation is however

very different: S wants to mitigate R’s perception of ex-post disagreement (the quality of

S’s information being known). This same objective will as a matter of fact lead S to omit

signals that confirm R’s prior if R’s prior is less extreme than S’s.

Our paper also contributes to the growing body of literature on psychological game

theory, which posits preferences that directly incorporate beliefs (of arbitrary order) about

others’ strategies or beliefs (Geanakoplos et al., 1989; Battigalli and Dufwenberg, 2009).

In contrast to ours, many applied models focus on preferences which depend on the in-

terplay between beliefs and material payoffs, as in models of reciprocity (Rabin, 1993;

Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 2004) or guilt aversion (Battigalli and Dufwenberg, 2007).

Some models also study pure belief-based preferences: For instance, Ely et al. (2015) con-

sider the behavior of a principal who wishes the beliefs of an agent to follow a specific

time path exhibiting suspense or surprises.

Finally, our paper relates to a rich theoretical and empirical literature in social psychol-

ogy on biases in network formation, communication and norm adoption, dating back to

the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s (see Newcomb, 1961; Homans, 1961; Asch, 1955; Lazarsfeld

and Merton, 1954; Festinger, 1950; Rosenberg, 1954; Huston and Levinger, 1978; Goff-

man, 1959). Our paper also relates to a current research agenda in political theory on

deliberative and so-called epistemic democracy (see Estlund, 2009; Landemore and El-

ster, 2012; Sunstein, 2007, 2018; Mutz, 2006; Huckfeldt et al., 2004). The agenda evaluates

democratic institutions and practices in terms of their truth-tracking properties, which

intimately depend on citizens’ incentive and ability to share their information with each

other. The latter agenda itself relates closely to a strand of literature in political economy

which studies information aggregation through voting and debate mechanisms (Austen-

Smith and Banks, 1996; Feddersen and Pesendorfer, 1998; Coughlan, 2000; Austen-Smith

and Feddersen, 2006; Mathis, 2011), tracing its origins to Condorcet’s seminal work on

majority voting.

All proofs, unless explicitly stated otherwise, are relegated to the Technical Appendix.
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1 Main analysis

1.1 The disclosure game

There are two agents - the sender (S) and the receiver (R) and a state of Nature ω 2 f0, 1g .

Player i 2 S, R assigns prior probability βi 2 (0, 1) to ω = 1. Let αi = 1� βi, for i = S, R.

Priors are common knowledge. S holds with probability ϕ 2 (0, 1) a privately observed

informative signal which has a value of either 0 or 1. Thus, S holds information σ 2
f0, 1,?g, where? stands for no signal. If S obtains a signal, it is identical to the state with

probability p 2
�

1
2 , 1
i

, i.e. P(σ = ω) = p for σ 6= ?. Player S can disclose the obtained

signal to R or not. Denote S’s disclosed information by d, where d 2 f0, 1,?g, where

? stands for no disclosure. R simply observes S’s signal if disclosed and subsequently

updates beliefs. Let eβi denote i’s posterior probability assigned to ω = 1 given obtained

information. In particular, eβR(d) is the posterior probability assigned by R to state 1 given

that S discloses d. Accordingly, ER[eβS jd ] is the expected value of S’s posterior given d, in

the eyes of R.

S is averse to perceived disagreement on the part of R, i.e. wants to minimize R’s ex

post perception of disagreement. S’s utility function is given as follows:

US(ER[eβS jd ], eβR(d)) = �
���ER[eβS jd ]� eβR(d)

��� . (1)

In other words, S’s utility is maximized if R thinks that S holds the same posterior belief as

she. Note that S’s actual posterior belief does not enter S’s utility function. R’s preferences

are left unspecified, this player being entirely passive.11

Our equilibrium concept throughout is Perfect Bayesian equilibrium: Players’ strate-

gies are sequentially rational given their beliefs and others’ equilibrium strategies. Sec-

ond, beliefs are derived via Bayes’ rule whenever possible.

A disclosure strategy of S specifies a probability of disclosing at each information set

of S, and a disclosure strategy is informative if S discloses with positive ex ante probabil-

ity. The three informative and pure disclosure strategies are respectively full disclosure
11Note that we could have assumed instead that S minimizes ER [ jeαS � eαRjj d], in which case the sender

would experience disutility even if R expects her belief to be the same as S’s on average. The idea of our

assumption is that S only cares about not being perceived as biased in a specific direction relative to R.
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(called FD), disclosure of only 1-signals or only 0-signals (called D1 or D0). We denote

by ND the strategy of never disclosing. An equilibrium featuring disclosure strategy

X 2 fFD, D1, D0, NDg is called an X-equilibrium. An equilibrium featuring an informa-

tive disclosure strategy is called informative. If βi > (<)1
2 , we say that i’s prior is biased

towards state 1 (0). If βi >
1
2 , a 1-signal is congruent with i’s prior bias and a 0-signal con-

tradicts it (vice versa if βi <
1
2 ). If βi is strictly closer to the boundary than βj, then i is said

to hold a stronger or more extreme prior than j.

1.2 Equilibrium characterization

As our next proposition shows, S’s optimal disclosure strategy depends on the relation

of prior beliefs between the players, i.e. on the position of βS relative to the following

thresholds:

β�S(βR, p) =
(1� p)(1� βR)

1� p+ βR(2p� 1)
,

β��S (βR, p) =
p(1� βR)

βR + p(1� 2βR)
.

The above two functions have the following properties. For βR 2 (0, 1) and p 2
�

1
2 , 1
i
, it

always holds that 0 � β�S(βR, p) < β��S (βR, p) � 1. Also, β�S(βR, p) is decreasing in p while

β��S (βR, p) is increasing in p. Finally, β�S(βR, 1
2) = β�S(βR, 1

2) = 1� βR while β�S(βR, 1
2) = 0

and β��S (βR, 1
2) = 1.

Proposition 1 1. If βS = βR, then the FD-, D0-, D1- and ND equilibria exist.

2. Given βS 6= βR :

a) The D0-equilibrium exists if and only if βS 2 (0, β�S(βR, p)].

b) The FD-equilibrium exists if and only if βS 2 [β
�
S(βR, p), β��S (βR, p)].

c) The D1-equilibrium exists if and only if βS 2 [β
��
S (βR, p), 1).

d) Equilibria in mixed disclosure strategies exist if and only if βS 2 fβ�S(βR, p), β��S (βR, p)g.

e) There exists no ND-equilibrium.

Figure 1 below provides an illustration of our characterization for βR = .3. The thick

curves correspond to β�S(.3, p) and β��S (.3, p). Strictly between the two thick curves, only
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the FD equilibrium exists. Instead, strictly above (below) of the upward (downward)

sloping thick curve, only the D1 (D0) equilibrium exists. Finally, for βS = βR, the FD-,

D0-, D1- and ND equilibria exist for any p � 1
2 . Note that ϕ does not affect the parameter

values for which the different types of equilibrium exist, and it is thus left unspecified for

this figure.

Figure 1: Equilibrium characterization.

Proposition 1 leads to the following corollary.

Corollary 1 a) FD is the unique equilibrium if βS = 1� βR.

b) For given βi, the set of βj for which FD exists is increasing in p. It is (0, 1) if p = 1.

c) If equilibrium features partial disclosure, the signal that is disclosed is the one that is con-

gruent with the bias of the player whose prior is the most extreme.

Summarizing, our characterization exhibits the following key properties:

1. Except under knife-edge conditions, our statement guarantees a unique equilib-

rium.

2. Unless αS = αR, there exists no ND-equilibrium. The reason is that for any p and

αS 6= αR, the disclosure of at least one type of signal (either 0 or 1) leads to a strict

decrease in disagreement w.r.t. prior disagreement. This follows from the funda-

mental statistical property that from an ex-ante perspective an informative signal
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always reduces disagreement, by moving everyone’s beliefs towards the truth in

expectation (see Kartik et al. (2015) and Lemma II.A in Appendix II).

3. Full disclosure is not always feasible. The intuition comes from contemplating the

fact that updating has two dimensions: The direction of belief updating and the

intensity of belief updating. In our setup, players both update in the same direction

after any given signal (no polarization), but they update with different intensities.

An extreme player in particular heavily discounts a signal contradicting her prior

bias (she considers it wrong with high probability) while a moderate player does

not. In consequence, the difference in updating intensities for a given signal can be

large enough to make posteriors more different than priors. The continuous curve in

Figure 2 below shows the posterior probability attributed to state 0 given a 0-signal

as a function of the prior β, for signal precision p = .85. For a given β, the intensity

of belief updating corresponds to the distance between the diagonal line and the

curve. The latter is plotted in the thick curve and is a hump shaped function of α.

We see that extreme types update very little, while the maximum updating intensity

arises for a prior moderately biased against the observed signal.

Figure 2: Intensity of belief updating given a 0-signal as a function of α.

4. Point a) of Corollary 1 implies that more prior misalignment, if not too extreme,

can generate more disclosure, the disclosure-optimal sender prior being 1� βR. The

disclosure-optimal sender prior can thus be very different from R’s prior but is ex-

actly as extreme as R’s. The technical intuition for the result is as follows. As noted
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above, for any βS, βR, p at least one signal (either 0 or 1) leads to a decrease in ac-

tual disagreement w.r.t. the status quo. Next, note that if βS = 1� βR, the effect of

a 1-signal on disagreement is equivalent to the effect of a 0-signal, since priors are

completely symmetric around 1
2 . I.e.

�
���eβS(0)� eβR(0)

��� = � ���eβR(1)� eβR(1)
��� .

Since a disclosure of at least one type of signal must reduce disagreement, the other

type of signal must achieve the same. Hence, full disclosure is achievable for any p

for βS = 1� βR. Note furthermore that updating prior β�S with a 0-signal or instead

β��S with a 1-signal yields 1� βR.

5. Point b) of Corollary 1 means that a sufficiently precise signal allows for full dis-

closure. For an intuition, note that in the limit case of p = 1 any signal trivially

reduces disagreement to 0. Low signal quality thus triggers two types of costs for

R; exogenous and endogenous (i.e. strategic). The first is the lower informativeness

of S’s signals and the second is the lower informativeness of S’s disclosure policy.

6. Concerning Point c) of Corollary 1, consider the case where the two players have

opposite prior biases and let the most extreme player be very extreme and the other

player be very moderate (with prior close to 1
2 ). The first player updates very little

no matter the signal, so that her posterior is virtually identical to her prior no matter

the signal observed. The moderate player instead updates significantly. Now, note

that a signal congruent with (in contradiction with) the extremist’s bias moves the

belief of the moderate player closer to (away from) the extremist’s prior.

Within a simple random matching setup, Point c) of Corollary 1 naturally implies

that the more R’s prior is biased towards the wrong state, the less likely she is to be

exposed to the truth. Assume that the true state is ω = 0 and that R, whose prior

βR is publicly observed, faces a sender whose publicly observed prior is randomly

drawn from the uniform distribution on [0, 1]. In such a setup, R is less likely to be

exposed to a correct signal of 0, the higher βR. Indeed, by Proposition 1 the ex-ante
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probability of R being exposed to a 0-signal is

Pr[σ = 1]Pr[βS < β��S (p)] = pβ��S (p) =
p2(1� βR)

βR + p(1� 2βR)
,

which is strictly decreasing in βR. Within a dynamic version of the above random

matching scenario where R repeatedly plays the same one-shot disclosure game

against short-sighted senders, perceived disagreement aversion on the part of senders

thus slows down R’s learning of the true state (i.e. causes inertia in beliefs) if the

state is not congruent with R’s extreme prior bias. Note that R’s learning is only

slowed down as opposed to entirely impeded, as R acknowledges that no disclo-

sure by S does not necessarily imply that she holds no information.

1.3 The hidden cost of political correctness

Can S’s attempt to minimize perceived disagreement be counter-productive from an ex

ante perspective, thereby inducing what could be termed a hidden cost of political cor-

rectness? In what follows, we address this question in two different ways, first from S’s

own perspective in terms of perceived disagreement and then from the perspective of a

third party (e.g., a social planner) who instead cares about actual disagreement (which

might be a proxy for potentially costly social conflict or polarization).

First, from S’s perspective, can the (ex ante) expected perceived disagreement be higher

in a (partial disclosure) equilibrium than it would be under full disclosure? In such a case,

S would prefer to commit to full disclosure. This question is answered in our next Propo-

sition.

Proposition 2 1. Let parameters be s.t. D1 is the unique equilibrium. Ex ante, S would strictly

prefer to commit to full disclosure if βS > βR. If βS < βR, she instead ex ante strictly prefers the

D1 equilibrium over FD.

2. Let parameters be s.t. D0 is the unique equilibrium. Ex ante, S would strictly prefer to

commit to full disclosure if βS < βR. If βS > βR, she instead ex ante strictly prefers the D0

equilibrium over FD.
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Proof. See Appendix I.

S would thus ex ante prefer to commit to full disclosure if she is the most extreme

player (which always holds in D1 (D0) if βS > βR (βS < βR)). The intuition is as follows.

In a partial disclosure equilibrium (e.g. D0), the omission of 1-signals has two counter-

vailing effects. The upside is that S benefits from hiding a 1-signal once she holds it. The

downside is that when S holds no signal, R interprets silence as a possible concealment

of a 1-signal, which increases perceived disagreement relative to prior disagreement. The

negative effect of equilibrium concealment overweighs its positive effect if S is the most

extreme party. Recall that in this case, S omits signals contradicting her bias in a partial

disclosure equilibrium (see Corollary 1.c). At the same time, R places a higher weight on

the state corresponding to the omitted signal than does S, leading R to overweight (in S’s

eyes) the probability that such a signal is held (and omitted) by S, thereby inflating per-

ceived disagreement after a non-disclosure. Instead, on the equilibrium path of the full

disclosure equilibrium, R’s prior does not affect her ex post perception of S’s posterior

(which then becomes common knowledge).

A second key question is whether from the perspective of a third party (TP) endowed

with a prior bβ, the ex ante actual disagreement can be higher in equilibrium than it would

be under FD. I.e., would TP prefer a truthful sender or a disagreement-averse sender if

aiming at minimizing the expected actual disagreement? Note that actual disagreement

is different from perceived disagreement. The actual disagreement given that S holds

signal σ and discloses d is
���eβS(σ)� eβR(d)

���, where eβR(d) is pinned down by R’s beliefs

concerning S’s disclosure rule. In what follows, if βi <
bβ < βj, we say that S and R’s

priors are on different sides of bβ.

Proposition 3 Let parameters be s.t. there exists no FD equilibrium. In the eyes of a third party

with prior bβ the expected actual disagreement:

1. is strictly larger in equilibrium than under FD if at least one of the following conditions

holds:

a) S’s and R’s priors are on different sides of bβ,

b) R’s prior is further away from bβ than is S’s prior.

2. is strictly smaller in equilibrium than under FD if the following two conditions hold simul-
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taneously:

a) S’s and R’s priors are either both strictly smaller or both strictly larger than bβ,

b) S’s prior is further away from bβ than R’s prior and it is sufficiently extreme.

Part 1 of the proposition finds that the equilibrium concealment of information can

indeed be counterproductive while Part 2 instead identifies conditions under which it is

helpful. A general intuition behind our results is that TP expects new information to lead

S’s and R’s beliefs to converge to her prior. The disclosure strategy of S affects only the

speed of convergence of R’s beliefs, as S always observes the original signal whatever the

disclosure strategy.

In Point 1.a), S’s and R’s priors are on different sides of bβ. Here, given that S’s and

R’s beliefs move closer to bβ in expectation, they must also be moving closer to each other.

Hence TP would prefer that both S and R learn as fast as possible and would thus prefer

FD over partial disclosure. The second case is that βS and βR are on the same side of bβ,

but R is further away. An instance of this is the case of bβ < βS < βR. Again TP expects

S and R to converge to her prior bβ, i.e. that both decrease. R will move towards S (since

R’s prior decreases) but S will simultaneously move away from R (since S’s prior also

decreases). In consequence, TP would prefer to speed up R’s convergence by giving her

full information.

Point 2 describes the case where βS and βR are on the same side of bβ, but S is further

away and is sufficiently extreme (i.e., close to a boundary). An instance of this is the case

of bβ < βR < βS � 1. Here, both players’ beliefs decrease. At the same time, decreasing

R’s belief moves it away from S’s. So TP would prefer to slow down R’s learning and

thus would choose partial disclosure.

1.4 Strangers’ talk

Conversations often take place between parties who do not exactly know each others’

priors but who might hold some relevant information concerning each other’s priors (for

example by observing each other’s accent, dressing style, profession, social networks). We

now characterize equilibrium outcomes for a set of stylized scenarios. In what follows,

assume that priors are privately known.
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Proposition 4 Let priors be privately observed and drawn from publicly known distributions GS

and GR, endowed with respective probability density functions gS and gR.

a) If gS and gR are both symmetric around 1/2, then there exists an FD equilibrium.

b) If gS and gR are s.t. gS(x) = gR(1� x) for all x (i.e. they are symmetric w.r.t. each other

around 1
2 ) and gS(x)

gR(x)
is monotone in x, then there exists an FD equilibrium.

c) If gS and gR are identical and sufficiently skewed to the right (left), then there exists a D1

(D0) equilibrium, but no FD and D0 (D1) equilibrium.

d) If S’s prior is commonly known and sufficiently close to 1/2 while gR is symmetric around

1/2, then there exists an FD equilibrium.

Point a) shows that two-sided uncertainty about priors is beneficial to disclosure if

none of the two players is a priori biased in one or the other direction. Under such dis-

tributional assumptions, this provides an argument for not encouraging revelation of in-

formation about respective biases (e.g., disclosing one’s own prior political stance in a

conversation). For an intuition, note that if gS and gR are both symmetric around 1/2,

in a putative FD equilibrium the payoff from disclosing is the same no matter the signal

held by S. Since it is impossible that both signals increase disagreement under FD, this

implies that both should at worst leave disagreement unchanged. Full disclosure is thus

incentive compatible for S.

Point b) shows that if players are both a priori biased in different directions but in

an equivalent (i.e. mirror-image like) fashion, then an FD equilibrium exists. This con-

trasts with point c), which states that FD may be infeasible if both priors are drawn from

the same biased distribution. The findings of Points b) and c) echo Proposition 1. For

example, for p = 0.7, if βS and βR are both distributed according to a truncated normal

distribution with mean 3/4 and standard deviation σ = 0.3, the only (pure strategy) equi-

librium is D1. The FD equilibrium instead exists if the distribution of βR stays the same

while the distribution of βS is changed to a truncated normal with mean 1/4 and stan-

dard deviation σ = 0.3. Finally, Point d) shows that two-sided uncertainty is not strictly

necessary to ensure FD. The latter is feasible if S’s prior is known and close to 1
2 while R’s

prior is symmetrically distributed around 1
2 . Figure 3 below provides examples of profiles

of distributions of prior beliefs, complemented by a description (in bold) of the implied
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equilibrium disclosure.

Figure 3: Distributions of possible priors.

1.5 Endogenous matching

We considered random matching in our discussion of Proposition 1 and found that ex-

treme people were likely to be exposed only to confirmatory information over time. In re-

ality, individuals often choose their conversation partners and we now explore this possi-

bility within the context of our model. We find that voluntary matching further increases

the prospect of echo chambers: Individuals select similar matching partners, which in

turn induces partial and confirmatory disclosure.

Suppose a large population of senders and receivers, all being (perceived) disagree-

ment averse. Senders and receivers are randomly matched and observe each others’ pri-

ors. A match becomes active if and only if both players accept it. If the match does not

become active, both players obtain a payoff of 0, which represents their outside option.

If the match becomes active, the standard disclosure game introduced in section 1 ensues

and each player’s final payoff equals B > 0 minus the ex post perceived disagreement

after the disclosure stage. The interpretation of the payoffs is that psychological payoffs
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only arise once people explicitly decide to become involved in conversation. For simplic-

ity, assume that acceptance decisions are made before S’s information is realized. Note

that if the disclosure subgame has multiple equilibria, then these all yield the same ex-

pected ex post perceived disagreement for any given player. Let Ei[∆jβi, βj] denote i’s

expectation of j’s ex post perceived disagreement given βi, βj. It follows that i will accept

a match with j if and only if

B � Ei[∆jβi, βj]. (2)

Proposition 5 Ei[∆jβi, βj] is continuous and V-shaped with respect to βj, reaching its minimum

of 0 at βi = βj.

Figure 4 illustrates the above proposition. We assume p = 0.9, ϕ = 0.6, βS = 0.7 and

B = 0.1. The thick curve shows ES[∆jβS, βR] as a function of βR. For B = 0.1 (represented

by the horizontal green line), only values of βR situated between the two vertical dotted

lines satisfy (2). This is formalized in the following corollary.

Figure 4: ES[∆jβS, βR] as a function of βR

Corollary 2 Given B, p, there are thresholds β
j
(p, B, βi) < βi < βj(p, B, βi) such that player i

accepts a match with j if and only if βj 2 I(p, B, βi) =
h

β
j
(p, B, βi), βj(p, B, βi)

i
. If B < B0,

then I(p, B, βi) � I(p, B0, βi). Also, lim
B!0

I(p, B, βi) = βi.

Proposition 1 and this corollary imply that the prospect of confirmatory information

bias is strengthened with respect to the case of random matching, if we consider societies

that are polarized in the sense that most people’s prior is clearly away from 1
2 and there
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is significant mass on both sides of 1
2 . To see this, consider the following scenario. Fix p

and let B be very small, and suppose that the population mass of prior values is equally

shared between
�

0, β
�

and
�

β, 1
�

, where β < 1
2 < β = 1 � β. Consider a receiver i

with βi > β and and let us compare outcomes under respectively random and voluntary

matching as described here. Assume finally that ω = 0 so that a 0-signal contradicts i’s

prior bias.

Under random matching, with a probability bounded below by 1
2

�
1�βi

β

�
, i (who sat-

isfies βi > β) is matched in such a way that the implied equilibrium features either full

disclosure or partial disclosure of the D0 type. As long as βi is not extremely high, there

is thus a significant probability that i encounters a contradicting 0-signal. The obtained

probability bound is obtained as follows. Note first that i is matched half of the time with

a sender satisfying βS 2 (0, β). Second, given βS 2 (0, β) the conditional probability that

βS < 1� βi (yielding an FD or a D0 equilibrium) is 1�βi
β .

Voluntary matching yields a very different picture. For B very low, a sender with

prior βS will accept a match with a receiver whose prior is βR only if βR is situated within

a very close neighborhood of βS. As a result, any active match in which the receiver i

(with βi > β) is involved will involve a sender satisfying βS > β. Fixing p, for βR large

enough it furthermore holds true that βR /2 [β�S(βR), β��S (βR)]. We may conclude that

fixing p, for B very small and β large enough (see exact condition below), any active

match involving a receiver i satisfying βi > β will induce partial disclosure of the D1 type,

implying that player i (who is biased towards state 1) only ever encounters confirmatory

evidence no matter the state. Fixing p, the exact condition on β is easily shown to be

β � 1
2p�1

�
p�

p
�p (p� 1)

�
, which decreases as p decreases. For p = 3

4 , the requirement

is β � 0.634, which shows that weak societal polarization is already sufficient to create

echo chamber dynamics under voluntary matching.

2 Extensions

In what follows, we consider a variety of key extensions and variations of our main setup.

We first consider a more general information structure with continuous signals. The sec-
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ond subsection finds that perceived disagreement aversion arises endogenously in a va-

riety of simple strategic situations. Finally, we consider disagreement aversion within a

game of costly collective acquisition of public signals.

2.1 Continuous signals

We now show that our characterization carries over qualitatively to the case of an infor-

mation structure with continuous signals satisfying the marginal likelihood ratio property

(MLRP). Assume that S’s signal s is drawn from an interval [s, s]. Given state ω 2 f0, 1g, s

is distributed according to F(sjω) with continuous and differentiable density f (sjω). As-

sume that d
ds

f (sj1)
f (sj0) > 0 (MLRP), meaning that a higher signal implies a higher conditional

probability of state 1. Assume furthermore that the extreme signal s (s) is sufficiently

small (large). Upon learning s, the updated belief of i is

eβi(s) =
βi f (sj1)

βi f (sj1) + (1� βi) f (sj0) =
βi

βi + (1� βi)
f (sj0)
f (sj1)

,

which is decreasing in s. Note that there exists a threshold signal s̃ 2 (s, s) such that

whatever βi 2 (0, 1), it holds true that eβi(s) Q βi for s R s̃. Signal s̃ satisfies f (sj0) =
f (sj1) and we call it the uninformative signal. We say that signal s > (<)s̃ indicates state

1 (0). We say that signal s > (<)s̃ is congruent with j’s prior bias if βj > (<)
1
2 . We call the

above setup the continuous signals environment. We call simple disclosure equilibrium (SDE)

an equilibrium featuring two thresholds s < s1 < s2 < s such that S discloses s if and

only if s � s1 or s � s2. As with the binary signals environment, we call full disclosure

(FD) an equilibrium where S discloses all signals. We obtain the following equilibrium

characterization.

Proposition 6 Assume the continuous signals environment:

1. If βS 2 fβR, 1� βRg then there exists FD. If βS /2 fβR, 1� βRg , then the unique equilib-

rium is SDE.

2. All signals congruent with the bias of the player with the most extreme prior are disclosed.

3. When ϕ increases, the equilibrium becomes strictly more Blackwell informative.
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The fundamental qualitative features of equilibrium echo those arising under binary

signals. Except under knife-edged conditions, the equilibrium is unique. Only signals

that are congruent with the prior of the most extreme player are fully revealed. Further-

more, if βS = 1� βR, equilibrium features full disclosure, implying that increasing prior

misalignment can be helpful.

We now reexamine the issue of the hidden cost of political correctness already studied

for the case of binary signals. Our original results carry over essentially identically to the

continuous signals setup.

Proposition 7 Assume the continuous signals environment:

1. Let parameters be s.t. the equilibrium non-disclosure interval contains signals indicating

state 0. S would strictly prefer to commit to full disclosure ex ante if βS > βR. If βS < βR, she ex

ante strictly prefers any equilibrium over full disclosure.

2. Let parameters be s.t. the equilibrium non-disclosure interval contains signals indicating

state 1. S would strictly prefer to commit to full disclosure ex ante if βS < βR. If βS > βR, she ex

ante strictly prefers any equilibrium over full disclosure.

Proposition 8 Assume the continuous signals environment. All the statements in Proposition 3

apply.

2.2 Instrumental disagreement aversion

Aversion to perceived disagreement on the part of a privately informed party might stem

from the fact that it adversely affects subsequent interaction with the uninformed party.

We here consider simple dynamic games in which the informed party (S) may disclose

her private information in stage 1 to some another party (R), while in subsequent stages

players make a decision which is payoff-relevant to both S and R and which depends on

players’ first- and second-order beliefs. We consider four setups matching this descrip-

tion in what follows and find that in all of these, S is de facto averse to perceived dis-

agreement at the initial disclosure stage and acts accordingly. The latter preference thus

arises endogenously implying in turn the types of informational biases characterized in

our main analysis. In all setups considered, the underlying environment is as in the main
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section. Priors are commonly known, S is known to hold a binary signal of precision p

with probability ϕ and the underlying state space is f0, 1g .

2.2.1 Delegated decision making

An uninformed principal (R) faces a potentially informed agent (S), both being risk neu-

tral. The principal faces a problem and there are two potential approaches for tackling it,

named 0 and 1. One and only one of these actually can solve the problem, but it is a priori

unknown which it is. We call the good approach (0 or 1) the state. With probability ϕ, the

agent holds information concerning the state in the form of a binary signal of precision p.

If the problem is tackled, this yields a payoff of 1+ τ to the principal, where τ 2 [0, 1].

If not, the principal’s payoff is 0. The commonly known prior probability attached by

i 2 S, R to state 1 is denoted βi 2 (0, 1).

The game has two stages. Stage 1 is the disclosure game studied in the main section.

In stage 2, after observing S’s disclosure, R decides whether or not to attempt to tackle the

problem by hiring S. If S is not hired, the problem remains untackled and R thus simply

obtains a payoff of 0. By hiring S, R incurs a privately observed and random (transaction)

cost c, which is drawn from a uniform distribution on [0, 1]. Let I(k) be an indicator

function, where k = 1(0) indicates success (failure), I(1) = 1 and I(0) = 0. Conditional

on S being hired and outcome k being secured, the payoff of R is thus I(k)τ � c.

If S is hired, the contract proposed by R specifies a reward of 1 if the agent tackles the

problem successfully (this outcome being observable). S has in total a unit of work time

available and decides freely how much time to dedicate to each approach if hired. She

incurs a cost �1
2 e2

r of working er units of time on project r 2 f1, 2g. The good approach is

successful with probability e if e units of time are dedicated to it. The bad approach leads

to failure for sure. Thus, conditional on hiring, efforts e0 and e1 and outcome k, the payoff

obtained by S is I(k)� 1
2 e2

0 � 1
2 e2

1. If S is not hired, her payoff is 0.

An equilibrium featuring the full disclosure strategy in stage 1 is called an FD-equilibrium.

We refer to the disclosure game studied in the main section of the paper as the simple dis-

closure game. We obtain the following result.

Proposition 9 There exists an FD-equilibrium if and only if there exists an FD-equilibrium in
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the simple disclosure game.

We prove the statement in what follows, proceeding by backward induction. We first

consider the optimal action choice of the agent if hired. Let eβi(σ) denote the posterior

probability assigned by i to state 1 conditional on signal σ 2 f0, 1,?g in a putative FD-

equilibrium, where ? stands for no signal. Given posterior belief eβS, the agent solves

max
e1,e2

�eβSe1 + (1� eβS)e2 �
1
2
(e1)

2 � 1
2
(e2)

2
�

s.t. e1 + e2 � 1.

It is straightforward that the agent’s optimal total effort will equal 1. Otherwise, in-

creasing one of the two effort levels while keeping the other constant yields an increase

in revenue. The maximization problem of the agent thus rewrites as:

max
x2[0,1]

�eβSx+ (1� eβS)(1� x)� 1
2

x2 � 1
2
(1� x)2

�
,

The first-order condition reads 2eβS � 2x� = 0, yielding x� = eβS. The agent’s opti-

mal effort choice is thus to dedicate to each project a share of her total time equal to the

probability that she assigns to the project being the good project.

We now consider the principal’s hiring decision after observing the disclosure d 2
f0, 1, ∅g. If she decides to hire, the principal expects to obtain the payoff of τΠ(eβS(d), eβR(d)),

where , given that posteriors are common knowledge after disclosure in a putative FD-

equilibrium:

Π(eβS(d), eβR(d)) = eβR(d)eβS(d) + (1� eβR(d))(1� eβS(d)).

The principal thus hires if and only if c is smaller than the above (i.e. if and only if hiring

yields a net benefit). Note that the above function is maximized if one of the two extreme

consensus scenarios are reached: eβR(d) = eβS(d) = 0 or eβR(d) = eβS(d) = 1. In other

words, S exhibits a form of disagreement aversion at the disclosure stage, in attempting

to maximizing the probability of being hired.

We now examine the disclosure choice of the agent if she holds a signal σ 2 f0, 1g.

Let:

∆σ(βS, βR) = Π(eβR(σ), eβS(σ))�Π(βR, βS), σ 2 f0, 1g.
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Note that ∆σ(βS, βR)τ is thus the change in R’s subjective expected payoff from hiring

occasioned by S disclosing signal σ in a putative FD-equilibrium. Clearly, in the FD

equilibrium S has no strict incentive to deviate when holding a σ-signal if and only if

∆σ(βS, βR) � 0. In words, S discloses her signal only if the disclosure increases the proba-

bility that she is hired (and thereby obtains a positive utility). Now, it is easily shown that

∆0(βS, βR) and ∆1(p, βS, βR) are both positive if and only if

βS 2
�
(1� p)(1� βR)

1� p+ βR(2p� 1)
,

p(1� βR)

βR + p(1� 2βR)

�
.

This condition is equivalent to the one for FD appearing in Proposition 1.

2.2.2 Relationship-specific investment

An entrepreneur (S) seeks funding for a project from an uninformed investor (R). The

game has four stages. In stage 1, S can disclose to R the signal available to her. In stage

2, R decides how much to invest in S’s project, the cost of investing amount t being 1
2 t2.

In stage 3, S chooses an action a 2 R pertaining to the project. In stage 4, payoffs are

realized. The profit Π generated by the project given state of the world ω, and actions

aS, t is tγ
�
1� (ω� aS)

2� . A share λ of generated profits goes to R and the remainder

goes to S. The utility function of R and S are thus respectively λtγ
�
1� (ω� aS)

2�� 1
2 t2

and (1� λ)tγ
�
1� (ω� aS)

2� .

At stage 4, given belief βS, S’s optimal action is trivially a = βS. In the eyes of R,

given her first order belief eβR and her second order beliefs about S’s final beliefs eβS, the

expected profit ERΠ generated by the investment equals tγ times

1�
h

ER(1� eβR)(
eβS)

2 + eβR(1� eβS)
2
i

= 1�Var(ω
���eβR )� ER

��eβR � eβS

�2
�

.

The expected profit of the project in the eyes of R is thus affected by two aspects: The

uncertainty about ω (as captured by its variance) and R’s perception of belief disagree-

ment. It is also easily seen that the investor invests more, the larger her perception of the

expected profit. The optimal amount of investment by R is pinned down by the simple
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FOC
∂
�

λγtER
�
1� (ω� aS)

2�� 1
2 t2
�

∂t
= λγER

h
1� (ω� aS)

2
i
� t = 0,

which yields t� = λγER
�
1� (ω� aS)

2� . The following Proposition identifies condi-

tions under which a full disclosure (FD) equilibrium exists.

Proposition 10 An FD equilibrium exists if and only if βR 2 [β
�
R (p, βS) , β��R (p, βS)] , where

β�R (p, βS) and β��R (p, βS) satisfy the following conditions: β�R (1, βS) = 0, β��R (1, βS) = 1,

β�R

�
1
2

, βS

�
= β��R

�
1
2

, βS

�
2 (min

�
1
2

, 1� βS

�
, max

�
1
2

, 1� βS

�
),

β�R and β��R are continuous in p. Finally, β�R (resp. β��R ) is decreasing (resp. increasing) in p.

The exact formulas for β�R (p, βS) and β��R (p, βS) are omitted and available from the

authors. The main feature of the above result is that for a given informed party prior

βS, the disclosure-optimal investor prior bβR (βS) is typically significantly different from

βS, where bβR (βS) is the investor prior for which FD is feasible under the lowest signal

precision. This echoes the result obtained in Proposition 1. The following two figures

provide a graphical illustration. In Figure 5, assuming βS = .3, bβR (.3) = 0.537 and FD is

feasible only if βR is located between the two continuous curves. In Figure 6, bβR (βS) is

plotted (continuous curve) for every possible value of βS.

Figure 5: Investor (R) priors compatible with FD given p and βS = .3.
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Figure 6: Disclosure optimal investor prior as function βS.

The proof of the result is as follows. Note that the entrepreneur (S) trivially always

benefits from higher investment by R. At the disclosure stage, the objective of S is thus

to maximize ERΠ. Denote by ER [Π jd, FD ] the expected profit conditional on disclosure

d in a putative FD equilibrium. An FD equilibrium exists if and only if ER [Π jd = ∅ ] �
ER [Π jd = σ ] , σ 2 f0, 1g, i.e.

�Var(ω jβR )� (βR � βS)
2 < �Var(ω

���eβR(σ) )� ER

�eβR(σ)� eβS(σ)
�2

, σ 2 f0, 1g

which in turn rewrites as

Var(ω
���eβR(σ) )�Var(ω jβR ) < (βR � βS)

2 � ER

�eβR(σ)� eβS(σ)
�2

, σ 2 f0, 1g.

The LHS (RHS) expression is the change in the uncertainty level (perceived disagree-

ment) implied by a disclosure of σ. S is thus willing to disclose a signal that generates un-

certainty as long as it reduces perceived disagreement more than it increases uncertainty.

S’s aversion to perceived disagreement is the reason why some prior misalignment helps

disclosure.

An important implication of the above is that there will be cases where the investor

benefits from an increase in the belief misalignment of the entrepreneur. In such cases,

though a more biased entrepreneur makes worse decisions conditional on given infor-

mation, he provides the investor with strictly more information (FD instead of partial

disclosure), which more than makes up for the first adverse effect.
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2.2.3 Competing for authority

We here consider a game in which players compete for authority. Players’ utility function

is �(ω � a)2 � µei, where a is an action picked by the player allocated the final decision

authority and ei is the effort exerted by player i in a contest that determines the final allo-

cation of authority among S and R. The game has four stages. In stage 1, S can disclose

her signal to R if she holds one. In stage 2, players engage in a Tullock contest to deter-

mine the assignment of authority. Players simultaneously choose efforts and the winning

probability of i given efforts levels ei, ej is ei
ei+ej

. In stage 3, S has a second opportunity to

disclose her signal if she did not disclose it at stage 1. In stage 4, the winner of the contest

picks an action a 2 R. We characterize conditions under which there exists an equilibrium

with full disclosure (FD) already in stage 1, so that both the Tullock contest and the final

action choice happen under full information. We first provide a necessary condition and

then provide a sufficient condition. We introduce the following objects:

β�,outcome
S (βR, p) = � �βR + 2p2β2

R + pβR + β2
R � 3pβ2

R

2p+ βR � 4p2β2
R � 4pβR � β2

R + 4pβ2
R + 4p2βR � 2p2

,

β��,outcome
S (βR, p) =

�2p2β2
R + pβR + pβ2

R

2p+ βR � 4p2β2
R � 4pβR � β2

R + 4pβ2
R + 4p2βR � 2p2

,

β
�,disagreement
S (βR, p) =

(1� p)(1� βR)

1� p+ (βR)(2p� 1)
,

β
��,disagreement
S (βR, p) =

p(1� βR)

(βR) + p(1� 2(βR))
,

Ioutcome(βR, p) =
h

β�,outcome
S (βR, p), β��,outcome

S (βR, p)
i

,

Idisagreement(βR, p) =
h

β
�,disagreement
S (βR, p), β

��,disagreement
S (βR, p)

i
.

Proposition 11 There exists an equilibrium featuring full disclosure in stage 1:

a) only if βS belongs to Idisagreement(βR, p),

b) if βS belongs to the intersection of Idisagreement(βR, p) and Ioutcome(βR, p).
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Figure 7 below shows the intervals Ioutcome and Idisagreement, assuming βR = .3. The

interval Ioutcome is located between the two dashed curves and always contains βR. The

interval Idisagreement (which is the one appearing in Proposition 1) is located between the

two continuous curves and always contains 1� βR. For any given p, FD in period 1 re-

quires that βR is between the two continuous curves. Second, there exists an equilibrium

with FD in period 1 if βR is located between the two continuous curves as well as between

the two dashed curves. We see that for p moderately high (slightly larger than .75), full

disclosure in stage 1 is achievable if and only if βS is moderately different from βR. The

main qualitative insight is that some prior misalignment can thus be essential to ensure

an equilibrium featuring FD in stage 1.

The interval Ioutcome corresponds to the complete set of values of βS for which S strictly

favours disclosing no matter her signal, if her concern is to minimize �(ω � a)2 under

the assumption that R has authority. The interval Idisagreement corresponds to the values

of βS for which S strictly favours disclosing no matter her signal, if her concern is to

minimize perceived disagreement after disclosure. In a putative equilibrium with FD in

stage 1, S will disclose in stage one only if disclosure leads to lower effort by R at the

contest stage than not disclosing in stage 1. This, in turn, is true if and only if disclosing

reduces perceived disagreement, which is equivalent to the requirement that βS belongs

to Idisagreement(βR, p). Recall that when it comes to affecting R’s action if R is assigned

authority, S can always revert a non-disclosure in stage 1 by disclosing in stage 3. It

follows immediately from the above that an equilibrium with FD in stage 1 exists if βS

belongs to the intersection of Idisagreement(βR, p) and Ioutcome(βR, p). Note finally that if

βS belongs to Idisagreement(βR, p) but not to Idisagreement(βR, p), it is unclear whether or not

there exists an equilibrium with FD in period 1. S indeed potentially faces a trade-off.

While full disclosure might help minimize the effort level of R at the contest stage, it does

optimally inflect R’s action choice.
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Figure 7: Disclosure boundaries.

2.2.4 Collective decision-making by compromise

Consider the following simple game of decision making by compromise. The game again

consists of two stages, with stage 1 being the disclosure game studied in the main section.

In stage 2 (policy stage), each agent submits a proposal xi 2 R (e.g. a draft of a law).

The final policy x that is implemented is the compromise x = 1
2 (xS + xR). There are two

states 0 and 1. Let βi denote the probability that i attaches to state 1 at the beginning of

stage 2. Agent’s i policy-related utility given final policy x and belief βi is � (βi � x)2 ,

so that i’s ideal policy equals βi. Given βi, agent i has a cost of submitting an untruthful

proposal xi 6= βi described by the lying cost function c(βi, x) = 1
2 (βi � xi)

2. A moderate

party is thus for example intrinsically reluctant to submit an extreme proposal just to get

its way in negotiations. We now show that S’s payoff in equilibrium, at the beginning of

the policy proposal stage, is decreasing in R’s perception of disagreement in beliefs. The

reason being that perceived disagreement encourages R (and as a consequence also S) to

strategically distort her proposal, thereby wastefully inflating lying costs. S’s problem in

stage 2 is:

min
xS

(�
βS �

xS + xR

2

�2

+
1
2
(βS � xS)

2

)
,
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which implies xS =
4βS�xR

3 . Similarly, R solves

min
xR

(
ER

"�
βR �

xS + xR

2

�2
#
+

1
2
(βR � xR)

2

)
,

implying xR =
4βR�ER[xS]

3 . In equilibrium, we thus have

xS =
8βS � 3βR + ER [βS]

6
, xR =

3βR � ER [βS]

2
.

Plugging the above quantities into S’s payoff function, we may conclude that S obtains

the following expected payoff in stage 2, given the profile of beliefs fβS, βR, ER [βS]g:

� 3
72
(2(βS � βR)� (ER [βS]� βR))

2 .

S’s expected payoff at the beginning of stage 2 is thus negatively affected by R’s per-

ceived disagreement (ER [βS]� βR). Note that actual disagreement also enters the payoff

function, so that S now not only wants to reduce perceived ex-post disagreement but is

also averse to misleading R. One can use backward induction to solve for S’s equilibrium

disclosure choice in stage 1. In Figure 8 below, we show the resulting equilibrium out-

comes assuming αS = .55. FD is feasible above the solid black curve. Below (strictly),

only either D0 or D1 is feasible.

Figure 8: Partial equilibrium characterization.

It can be shown formally that for any αR, p, the obtained characterization always ex-

hibits the same qualitative features as in the present example. We call an equilibrium
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featuring the full disclosure an FD-equilibrium. Define the following functions:

α1
R(αS) =

1
2
� 1

6

p
3
q
�4αS + 4(αS)2 + 3,

α2
R(αS) =

αS

3
,

α3
R(αS) =

αS

3
+

2
3

,

α4
R(αS) =

1
6

p
3
q
�4αS + 4(αS)2 + 3+

1
2

.

It can be shown that for any αS 2 (0, 1) ,

0 < α1
R(αS) < α2

R(αS) < αS < α3
R(αS) < α4

R(αS) < 1.

We may now state the following.

Proposition 12 Fix p 2 (1
2 , 1).

a) For αR sufficiently close to α1
R(αS) or αS or α4

R(αS), there exists an FD-equilibrium.

b) For αR sufficiently close to α2
R(αS) or to α3

R(αS) , there exists no FD-equilibrium.

A proof of the statement is available upon request. The above Proposition establishes

a sense in which increasing the difference in priors can be (locally) beneficial, thereby

echoing our main characterization.

2.3 When R wants to learn the state

Our previous analysis has not assumed any explicit preferences of R. A natural assump-

tion is that R wants to learn the state so as to pick an action that matches it as precisely as

possible. In what follows, we accordingly assume that her utility function is �(a� ω)2,

where a 2 [0, 1] is the action chosen by R after S’s disclosure. We first reexamine the

simple disclosure game studied in Proposition 1 and characterize R’s preference across

possible sender priors. Second, we consider an extended version of the disclosure game

in which R’s prior is unknown while that of S is known, and R can make a cheap talk

statement about her prior to S before the disclosure stage.
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Proposition 13 a) Given βR >
1
2 , R strictly prefers D0-communication over D1-communication,

and vice versa given βR < 1
2 . b) Let βS 6= βR. R strictly prefers to face a sender with prior

βS 2 (β
�
S(βR, p), β��S (βR, p)) than a sender with prior βS /2 (β�S(βR, p), β��S (βR, p)). Given

βR >
1
2 , R strictly prefers to face a sender with prior βS 2 (0, β�S(βR, p)] than a sender with prior

[β��S (βR, p), 1), and vice versa given βR <
1
2 .

Point a) shows that among two partially revealing experiments (D0 or D1), R prefers

the one leading to disclosure of the signal that she considers ex ante the least likely. Point

b) is a corollary of point a) and Proposition 1. For a fixed p and two senders with different

priors, R will often strictly prefer to face the one with the most distant prior from her own.

This will also be true if none of the two senders is compatible FD. If for example βR = .7

and p = .75, then R prefers to face a sender with prior βS < β�S(.7, .75) = 0.437 5 to any

sender with prior βS > β��S (.7, .75) = 0.875.

While we established in our main section that uncertainty about prior bias is under

some natural condition helpful, one might worry that it may be eliminated by commu-

nication about biases prior to disclosure. Players might be stuck in an equilibrium in

which credible communication about priors gives rise to partial revelation at the disclo-

sure stage. In what follows, assume that S’s prior is known and equal to 1
2 while R’s

prior is privately observed but drawn from a known distribution. The disclosure stage is

preceded by a communication stage in which R sends a cheap talk message taken from

the set [0, 1], potentially providing information about her prior. We call the hereby con-

structed game the extended disclosure game. Note that given βS and p, there are three

sets of values of βR (call these χD0, χD1, χFD) for which the most informative equilibrium

is respectively the D0, D1 and FD equilibrium. We call essentially truthful an equilibrium

in which R truthfully reveals to which of these three sets βR belongs by sending mi with

probability one whenever βR 2 χi, for i 2 fD0, D1, FDg, and the corresponding disclo-

sure is subsequently used. Our next Proposition presents a negative result.

Proposition 14 Consider the extended disclosure game. Suppose that at least two of the sets

χD0, χD1, χFD have strictly positive probability mass. There exists no equilibrium featuring es-

sentially truthful communication by R.
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The intuition for the above is as follows. First, if the distribution of R’s prior contains

a value such that full disclosure is incentive compatible for S, any R-type would trivially

want to announce this prior value in a putative equilibrium featuring essentially truthful

communication. Consider now the case where the set of possible priors only contains

values that imply respectively D0 and D1 at the disclosure stage. As already noted, R’s

preference over partially revealing experiments reverses her prior bias. Note furthermore

that given βS =
1
2 , R is always more extreme than S so that partial disclosure after essen-

tially truthful communication by R implies that S only discloses signals congruent with

R’s prior bias. R thus trivially has an incentive to deviate in stating her bias.

2.4 Joint observation of public signals

2.4.1 Basic setup and result

We here study the following simple game of voluntary and costly collective exposure to a

public signal. Both players’ utility function contains the loss from perceived disagreement

as in (1), minus an extra i.i.d. cost of participation drawn from the uniform distribution on

[0, 1]. In stage 1, each player decides whether or not to participate after privately observ-

ing her cost ci of participating. In stage 2, if both have decided to participate, players incur

the participation cost and both observe a randomly drawn public binary signal which is

identical to the state with probability p. If at least one of the agents has opted against

participating, players incur no cost and no signal is observed. We call agents x and y,

where agent k 2 fx, yg assigns prior probability k to state 1. Note that the environment

is essentially non-strategic: Each player faces a simple decision problem and prefers to

participate if and only if the expected reduction in perceived disagreement, conditional

on joint observation of the signal, is larger than the private cost ci of participating.

The following expression measures the ex post difference in beliefs conditional on a

given public signal:

Di(x, y, p) = jP(ω = 1 jσ = i, x )� P(ω = 1 jσ = i, y )j , for i 2 f0, 1g .

From the perspective of agent k 2 fx, yg , the ex-ante expected difference in beliefs con-
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ditional on joint exposure to a signal of quality p is thus given by:

Λk(x, y, p) = P(σ = 1 jk )D0(x, y, p) + P(σ = 0 jk )D1(x, y, p).

Note that Λk(x, y, 1
2) is simply the prior disagreement. The value of a signal of quality

p to player k 2 fx, yg is thus:

Vk(x, y, p) = Λk
�

x, y,
1
2

�
�Λk(x, y, p).

Clearly, player k decides to participate if and only if ck � Vk(x, y, p). We obtain the fol-

lowing characterization of the value of participating for each player.

Proposition 15 1. For given x and p > 1
2 , Vx(x, y, p) � 0 for any y, while Vx(x, y, p) = 0 if

and only if y 2 f0, x, 1g.

2. For given x, Vx(x, y, p) is single peaked in y on (0, x) and on (x, 1).

3. For given x, Vx(x, y, p) reaches its maximum for y = y� 2 (0, 1/2) if and only if x � 1/2.

Point 1 states that from the perspective of both players, an informative public signal

reduces perceived disagreement in expectation (this is in line with Kartik et al. (2015)).

Note that the marginal value of participating is trivially 0 if parties share the same prior, or

if the prior of one party equals 0 or 1 (in which case the latter party does not update). Point

2 states that a player’s willingness to participate is maximized when her opponent has a

moderately different prior. Intuitively, some degree of prior disagreement gives sufficient

scope for disagreement reduction, and hence stimulates signal acquisition. Point 3 states

that a player’s optimal conversation partner (in the sense of maximizing the participation

incentive) is always biased in the opposite direction.

Next, consider a social planner who designs a two-members committee with the ob-

jective of maximizing the probability that a signal is acquired by the committee. We can

show that this probability is maximized if the experts have symmetric (and non-radical)

priors.

Proposition 16 There is a unique pair fx�, y�g maximizing the probability of signal acquisition.

For this pair, it holds true that y� = 1� x� and x� /2 f0, 1
2 , 1g.
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2.4.2 A dynamic matching game

Building on our basic exposure game, we provide a numerical analysis of a multi-period

matching game. There are N agents, where N is very large. There are T periods, where

T is sufficiently large. At t = 0, each agent’s prior is randomly drawn from a uniform

distribution on [0, 1]. In each period, agents are randomly matched in pairs. Period-t

priors in each pair are observed. Agents have perfect recall of the history of signals that

they have observed but do not observe other peoples’ histories. Each participant decides

whether to talk at fixed cost c per player. If (and only if) both members of a pair decide

to talk, a signal of quality p is generated. Does such a simple learning process converge,

and if so, to what distribution of beliefs?

We make two simplifying assumptions that embody forms of myopia. First, a player

aims only at minimizing the perceived disagreement with the current (period-t) match-

ing partner. Second, an agent, when observing the prior of the agent with whom she is

matched at the beginning of period t, does not update her own prior on the basis of this

other agent’s prior. A fully rational player would instead do so: In a dynamic match-

ing framework where agents’ beliefs evolve over time as a function of the information to

which they are exposed, the belief (i.e. the prior) of an agent at the beginning of period

t contains information about the history of signals that this person has been exposed to

over time.

Figure 9, below, provides the results from a simulation of the game with the following

parameter values: N = 106 , T = 200, p = .7, c = 0.04. We set ω = 1. The process

converges to the asymptotic distribution of posteriors appearing in the figure. The share

of pairs talking to each other converges to 0, and beyond some period there is no further
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change in the distribution of beliefs.

Figure 9: Asymptotic population distribution of beliefs.

In the asymptotic distribution, all agents are contained within three separate intervals

featuring beliefs respectively close to 0, close to 1
2 and close to 1. A first property is that

virtually no one converges to the true belief of 0. Second, a large share of people are stuck

with beliefs close to 1, i.e. to the wrong state. Finally, moderately biased types are to

a large extent washed out. Society is thus arguably more polarized than at t = 0. The

intuition for the stability of the asymptotic distribution is as follows. Nobody is willing to

talk to extremists, who are too extreme to be convinced. And agnostic individuals do not

want to talk to other agnostics. As a result, any pair formed by picking subjects from the

three non-empty categories of agents is such that at least one agent is unwilling to talk. It

follows that societal learning stops.

3 Conclusion

This paper introduces a new type of belief-dependent preferences reflecting an aversion to

perceived disagreement. Our analysis has identified a range of important implications for

key instances of information learning. A central finding is that larger differences in priors

can imply better incentives for disclosure and joint information acquisition. Further work

building on the assumption of disagreement-aversion might provide more insight into the

causes and consequences of belief polarization in society.
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4 Technical Appendix

4.1 Appendix I: Preliminaries

Throughout the proofs we use the following notation for the perceived disagreement un-

der equilibrium of type X = fD0, D1, FDg given the disclosed information d = f0, 1,?g:

∆X(d) =
���ER[eβSjd]� eβR(d)

��� .

Besides, it is convenient to denote the highest and the lowest prior belief as, respectively

x = maxfβS, βRg,

y = minfβS, βRg.

In what follows, we use the following posterior beliefs, obtained by applying Bayes’ rule.

In an FD equilibrium:

eβi(1) =
Pr[σ = 1jω = 1]βi

Pr[σ = 1jω = 1]βi + Pr[σ = 1jω = 0](1� βi)
=

pβi
pβi + (1� p)(1� βi)

,

eβi(0) =
Pr[σ = 0jω = 1]βi

Pr[σ = 0jω = 1]βi + Pr[σ = 0jω = 0](1� βi)
=

(1� p)βi
(1� p)βi + p(1� βi)

,
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In a D1 equilibrium:

eβD1
R (?) = Pr[σ = 0jd = ?, D1]eβR(0) + Pr[σ = ?jd = ?, D1]βR

=
Pr[σ = 0]

Pr[σ = 0] + Pr[σ = ?]
eβR(0) +

Pr[σ = ?]
Pr[σ = 0] + Pr[σ = ?]βR

=
ϕ((1� p)βR + p(1� βR))

ϕ((1� p)βR + p(1� βR)) + (1� ϕ)
eβR(0)

+
1� ϕ

ϕ((1� p)βR + p(1� βR)) + (1� ϕ)
βR,

ED1
R [eβSj?] = Pr[σ = 0jd = ?, D1]eβS(0) + Pr[σ = ?jd = ?, D1]βS

=
ϕ((1� p)βR + p(1� βR))

ϕ((1� p)βR + p(1� βR)) + (1� ϕ)
eβS(0)

+
1� ϕ

ϕ((1� p)βR + p(1� βR)) + (1� ϕ)
βS.

In a D0 equilibrium:

eβD0
R (?) = Pr[σ = 1jd = ?, D0]eβR(1) + Pr[σ = ?jd = ?, D0]βR

=
Pr[σ = 1]

Pr[σ = 1] + Pr[σ = ?]
eβR(1) +

Pr[σ = ?]
Pr[σ = 1] + Pr[σ = ?]βR

=
ϕ(pβR + (1� p)(1� βR))

ϕ(pβR + (1� p)(1� βR)) + (1� ϕ)
eβR(1)

+
1� ϕ

ϕ(pβR + (1� p)(1� βR)) + (1� ϕ)
βR,

ED0
R [eβSj?] = Pr[σ = 1jd = ?, D0]eβS(1) + Pr[σ = ?jd = ?, D0]βS

=
ϕ(pβR + (1� p)(1� βR))

ϕ(pβR + (1� p)(1� βR)) + (1� ϕ)
eβS(1)

+
1� ϕ

ϕ(pβR + (1� p)(1� βR)) + (1� ϕ)
βS.

4.2 Appendix II: Disclosure with binary signals (Proof of Proposition

1 and Corollary 1)

Proposition 1 follows from a set of Lemmas, which are stated and proved in what follows.

The first lemma is an adaptation of Theorem 1 in Kartik et al. (2015).
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Lemma II.A Assume βS 6= βR. Then, under full disclosure, the expected disagreement is

strictly reduced relative to the prior disagreement from S’s ex-ante perspective.

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that βS > βR. Then, the difference between

the prior and the expected values of disagreement under full disclosure is

(βS � βR)� ES[∆FD] = (βS � βR)

�ϕ(βS p+ (1� βS)(1� p))∆(1)� ϕ(βS(1� p) + (1� βS)p)∆(0)

�(1� ϕ)(βS � βR)

= (βS � βR)� ϕ(βS p+ (1� βS)(1� p))

�
�

βS p
βS p+ (1� βS)(1� p)

� βR p
βR p+ (1� βR)(1� p)

�
�ϕ(βS(1� p) + (1� βS)p)

�
�

βS(1� p)
βS(1� p) + (1� βS)p

� βR(1� p)
βR(1� p) + (1� βR)p

�
�(1� ϕ)(βS � βR)

= ϕ
(βS � βR)(1� βR)βR(2p� 1)2

(1� p+ βR(2p� 1))(βR + p(1� 2βR))
> 0.

Hence, S expects (before obtaining the signal) that the full disclosure strategy will

reduce the perceived disagreement relative to prior disagreement. �

Lemma II.B There exists no equilibrium in which S always omits to disclose the signal unless

βS = βR.

Proof.

Step 1. Consider βS 6= βR. Assume by contradiction that there exists an equilibrium

with no disclosure. Hence, S should prefer no disclosure over disclosure conditional on

both signals. Since in this equilibrium we have ∆(d) = jeβS(d)� eβR(d)j for d 2 f0, 1g, and

∆(?) = jβS � βRj, the S’s incentive constraints are

jeβS(0)� eβR(0)j �
��βS � βR

�� ,

jeβS(1)� eβR(1)j �
��βS � βR

�� .
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This implies that the expected signal, if always disclosed, does not reduce disagreement

from the ex-ante perspective, which contradicts Lemma I.A.

Step 2. If βS = βR, then clearly jeβS(0)� eβR(0)j = jeβS(1)� eβR(1)j =
��βS � βR

�� = 0.

Hence, the above incentive constraints are trivially satisfied and the equilibrium with no

disclosure exists.�

Lemma II.C. If βS = βR, then all pure-strategy equilibria exist.

Proof. The existence of no disclosure equilibrium follows from Lemma I.B. The exis-

tence of FD follows from the fact that if βS = βR, then ∆(d) = 0 for d 2 f0, 1g, hence the

sender never has a strict incentive not to disclose the obtained signal.

Finally, let us prove the existence of equilibria where only σ = η, η 2 f0, 1g is dis-

closed. Since in such equilibrium no disclosure signals to R either σ = η or that S is truly

uninformed, we have (denoting δ = Pr[σ = ηjd = ?])

∆(?) =
���ER[eβSj?]� eβR(?)

���
=

���δeβS(η) + (1� δ)βS � δeβR(η)� (1� δ)βR

���
=

���δ(eβS(η)� eβR(η)) + (1� δ)(βS � βR)
��� = 0, (3)

where the last equality is due to βS = βR. Hence, S is indifferent between no disclo-

sure and disclosure of any signal (which in turn also yields a null disagreement), which

confirms the claim.�

Lemma II.D. If βS 6= βR, then D0 exists if and only if βS � β�S(βR).

Proof. In D0 equilibrium the following S’s incentive constraints should be satisfied:

∆D0(0) � ∆D0(?) � ∆D0(1). (4)
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Using (3), the second incentive constraint simplifies to

∆D0(?)� ∆D0(1) � 0, (5)���δ(eβS(1)� eβR(1)) + (1� δ)(βS � βR)
���� ���eβS(1)� eβR(1)

��� � 0, (6)

(1� δ)

�
x� y� xp

xp+ (1� x)(1� p)
+

yp
yp+ (1� y)(1� p)

�
� 0, (7)�

1� ϕ(yp+ (1� y)(1� p))
ϕ(yp+ (1� y)(1� p)) + (1� ϕ)

�
�
�

x� y� xp
xp+ (1� x)(1� p)

+
yp

yp+ (1� y)(1� p)

�
� 0, (8)

(x� y)(2p� 1)(1� ϕ)

� x(1� p+ y(2p� 1))� (1� p)(1� y)
(1� p+ x(2p� 1))(1� p+ y(2p� 1))(1� ϕ(p� y(2p� 1))

� 0. (9)

On the left-hand side of the last inequality, all terms are always positive except for the

nominator, which is increasing in both x and y and is equal to 0 if and only if

x =
(1� y)(1� p)

1� p+ y(2p� 1)
, y =

(1� x)(1� p)
1� p+ x(2p� 1)

.

Thus, independently of whether βS = x or βS = y (i.e., of whether βS > βR or βS < βR)

we have

∆D0(?)� ∆D0(1) � 0 if and only if βS �
(1� βR)(1� p)

1� p+ βR(2p� 1)
= β�S(βR). (10)

Note further that ∆D0(?)� ∆D0(1) � 0 immediately implies ∆D0(0) � ∆D0(?). In-

deed, otherwise we would have ∆D0(?) � minf∆D0(1), ∆D0(0)g, i.e. for any η 2 f0, 1g

δjeβS(η)� eβR(η)j+ (1� δ)jβS � βRj �
���eβS(η)� eβR(η)

��� ,

jβS � βRj � jeβS(η)� eβR(η)j

for any η 2 f0, 1g, which would imply that (a putative) full disclosure would not expect-

edly reduce disagreement which is a contradiction by Lemma I.A.

Thus, (4) holds if and only if βS � β�S(βR).�

Lemma II.E. If βS 6= βR, then D1 exists if and only if βS � β��S (βR).
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Proof. In D1 equilibrium the following S’s incentive constraints should be satisfied:

∆D1(1) � ∆D1(?) � ∆D1(0). (11)

Using (3), the second incentive constraint simplifies to

∆D1(?)� ∆D1(0) � 0, (12)���δ(eβS(0)� eβR(0)) + (1� δ)(βS � βR)
���� ���eβS(0)� eβR(0)

��� � 0, (13)

(1� δ)

�
x� y� x(1� p)

x(1� p) + (1� x)p
+

y(1� p)
y(1� p) + (1� y)p

�
� 0, (14)�

1� ϕ(y(1� p) + (1� y)p)
ϕ(y(1� p) + (1� y)p) + (1� ϕ)

�
�
�

x� y� x(1� p)
x(1� p) + (1� x)p

+
y(1� p)

y(1� p) + (1� y)p

�
� 0, (15)

(x� y)(2p� 1)(1� ϕ)

� x(y(2p� 1)� p) + p(1� y)
(p� x(2p� 1))(p� y(2p� 1))(1� ϕ(1� p+ y(2p� 1))

� 0. (16)

On the left-hand side of the last inequality, all terms are always positive except for the

nominator, which is decreasing in both x and y and is equal to 0 if and only if

x =
p(1� y)

y+ p(1� 2y)
, y =

p(1� x)
x+ p(1� 2x)

.

Thus, independently of whether βS = x or βS = y (i.e., of whether βS > βR or βS < βR)

we have

∆D1(?)� ∆D1(0) � 0 if and only if βS �
p(1� βR)

βR + p(1� 2βR)
= β��S (βR). (17)

Note further that ∆D1(?) � ∆D1(0) � 0 immediately implies ∆D1(1) � ∆D1(?) by

the same argument as in the proof of Lemma I.D. Thus, (11) holds if and only if βS �
β��S (βR).�

Lemma II.F FD exists if and only if βS 2 [β
�
S(βR), β��S (βR)].

Proof. In FD equilibrium the following S’s incentive constraints should be satisfied:
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jβS � βRj � ∆FD(0), (18)

jβS � βRj � ∆FD(1). (19)

Note that the reverse inequality to (18) holds under the same conditions as (7), which

is turn is equivalent to (5). Hence, by the proof of Lemma I.D jβS � βRj � ∆FD(0) iff

βS � β�S(βR) (with jβS � βRj = ∆FD(0) iff βS = β�S(βR)). Consequently, (18) holds if and

only if βS � β�S(βR). Analogously, from the proof of Lemma I.E we obtain that (19) holds

if and only if βS � β��S (βR). Hence, both constraints hold simultaneously if and only if

βS 2 [β
�
S(βR), β��S (βR)].�

Lemma II.G If βS 6= βR, mixed strategy equilibria exist if and only if βS 2 fβ�S(βR), β��S (βR)g.

Proof. First, if βS 6= βR, there cannot be an equilibrium in which S omits to disclose

with positive probability after both signals, since the actual (and hence perceived) dis-

agreement should strictly decline at least after one signal by Lemma I.A. Consider the

remaining case when mixing between disclosure and non-disclosure occurs only for one

signal σ� 2 f0, 1g. For the case of σ� = 1, such an equilibrium requires the indifference

condition ∆(?) � ∆(1) = 0. This is further equivalent to (where δ again denotes the

probability of S having obtained the signal conditional on no disclosure):

���δ(eβS(1)� eβR(1)) + (1� δ)(βS � βR)
���� ���eβS(1)� eβR(1)

��� = 0,

(1� δ)

�
x� y� xp

xp+ (1� x)(1� p)
+

yp
yp+ (1� y)(1� p)

�
= 0, (20)

x� y� xp
xp+ (1� x)(1� p)

+
yp

yp+ (1� y)(1� p)
= 0,

x =
�

y,
(1� y)(1� p)

1� p+ y(2p� 1)

�
, y =

�
x,

(1� x)(1� p)
1� p+ x(2p� 1)

�
. (21)

Thus, if βS 6= βR, then S is indifferent between sending 1 and no disclosure if and only if

βS = β�S(βR). The other equilibrium incentive constraint ∆(?) � ∆(0) is then necessarily

satisfied by Lemma I.A.
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Analogously, for the case of σ� = 0, the mixed-strategy equilibrium requires the indif-

ference condition ∆(?)� ∆(0) = 0. This is further equivalent to

���δ(eβS(0)� eβR(0)) + (1� δ)(βS � βR)
���� ���eβS(0)� eβR(0)

��� = 0,

(1� δ)

�
x� y� x(1� p)

x(1� p) + (1� x)p
+

y(1� p)
y(1� p) + (1� y)p

�
= 0, (22)�

x� y� x(1� p)
x(1� p) + (1� x)p

+
y(1� p)

y(1� p) + (1� y)p

�
= 0,

x =
�

y,
p(1� y)

y+ p(1� 2y)

�
, y =

�
x,

p(1� x)
x+ p(1� 2y)

�
. (23)

This similarly leads to βS = β��S (βR). �

Proof of Corollary 1. Point a) follows from the fact that β�S(βR, p) < 1 � βR <

β��S (βR, p), i.e. βS = 1 � βR always satisfies the condition for the uniqueness of FD

equilibrium according to Proposition 1. Point b) follows due to β�S(βR, p) (β��S (βR, p))

being continuously decreasing (increasing) in p, being equal to 0 (1) if p = 1. Point c)

follows again from the fact that β�S(βR, p) < 1� βR < β��S (βR, p). Then, if R is biased

towards 1 (βR < 1/2), then by Proposition 1 the opposite 1-signal is disclosed only if

βS � β��S (βR) > 1� βR, i.e., S is stronger biased towards 0. Analogously, if R is biased

towards 1 (βR < 1/2), then by Proposition 1 the opposite 0-signal is disclosed only if

βS � β�S(βR) < 1� βR, i.e., S is stronger biased towards 1.

4.3 Proof of Proposition 5

Proof:

Step 1. First, note that ∆(0, βS, βR) and ∆(1, βS, βR) are V-shaped with respect to either

βS or βR reaching its minimum at βS = βR. Indeed, since eβi(0) is increasing in βi, it

follows that ∆(0, βi, βj) decreases in βi if βi < βj and increases in βi otherwise, being

equal to 0 for βi = βj. The same argument applies to ∆(1, βS, βR).
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Step 2. Let us show another auxiliary result that ES[∆D0(?, βS, βR)] and ES[∆D1(?, βS, βR)]

are V-shaped with respect to βR reaching its minimum at βS = βR. Consider ES[∆D1(?, βS, βR)].

Using the expressions from Appendix I, we have:

ES[∆D1(?, βS, βR)] =
p(1� pϕ)� βS(2p� 1)(1� ϕ)

p� βS(2p� 1)
jβS � βRj

1� ϕ(1� p+ βR(2p� 1))
. (24)

Taking the derivative with respect to βR and simplifying we obtain (for βR 6= βS)

∂ES[∆D1(?, βS, βR)]

∂βR
= sgn[βR� βS]

p(1� pϕ)� βS(2p� 1)(1� ϕ)

p� βS(2p� 1)
1� ϕ(1� p+ βS(2p� 1))
(1� ϕ(1� p+ βR(2p� 1)))2

It is easy to verify that all terms on the right-hand side following the sign function are

always positive. Hence, the sign of the derivative is determined by sgn[βR � βS], which

implies that function ES[∆D1(?, βS, βR)] is V-shaped with respect to βR, being kinked at

βS = βR where it is equal to 0 (see 24).

Consider ES[∆D0(?, βS, βR)]. Using the expressions from Appendix I, we have:

ES[∆D0(?, βS, βR)] =
1� p+ βS(2p� 1)(1� ϕ)� (1� p)2ϕ

1� p+ βS(2p� 1)
jβS � βRj

1� ϕ(p� βR(2p� 1))
.

(25)

Taking the derivative with respect to βR and simplifying we obtain (for βR 6= βS)

∂ES[∆D0(?, βS, βR)]

∂βR
= sgn[βR� βS]

1� p+ βS(2p� 1)(1� ϕ)� (1� p)2ϕ

1� p+ βS(2p� 1)
1� ϕ(p� βS(2p� 1))
(1� ϕ(p� βR(2p� 1)))2

It is easy to verify that all terms on the right-hand side following the sign function are

always positive. Hence, the sign of the derivative is determined by sgn[βR � βS], which

again implies that function ES[∆D0(?, βS, βR)] is V-shaped with respect to βR, being kinked

at βS = βR where it is equal to 0 (see 25).

Step 3. Consider the ex-ante perceived disagreement from R’s perspective. Note that

for R the perceived disagreement is still

�
���ER[eβS jd ]� ERES[eβR(d)]

��� = � ���ER[eβS jd ]� eβR(d)
���

as in S’s case, given that eβR(d) is common knowledge. Next note that from the ex-

ante perspective conditioning on a future signal does not change the expectation, i.e.
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ER[ER[eβS jd ]] = ER[eβS] and ER[eβR(d)] = ER[eβR]. This implies, that the ex-ante perceived

disagreement from R’s perspective does not depend on the disclosure rule. Hence, it

is sufficient to show that Ei[∆jβi, βj] is V-shaped with respect to βj just for FD (since the

value of the expected disagreement is the same under any other disclosure rule). We have

ER[∆FD] = Pr[σS = 1jβR]∆(1, βS, βR)+Pr[σS = 0jβR]∆(0, βS, βR)+Pr[σS = ?jβR]jβS� βRj.

Given that all terms are V-shaped with respect to βS by Step 1 (with the minimum at

βS = βR), the claim follows.

Step 4. Consider finally the perceived disagreement from S’s perspective. Depending

on the equilibrium disclosure strategy, we have

ES[∆FD] = Pr[σS = 1jβS]∆(1, βS, βR) + Pr[σS = 0jβS]∆(0, βS, βR) + Pr[σS = ?jβS]jβS � βRj,(26)

ES[∆D0] = Pr[σS = 0jβS]∆(0, βS, βR) + (1� Pr[σS = 0jβS])∆
D0(?, βS, βR), (27)

ES[∆D1] = Pr[σS = 1jβS]∆(1, βS, βR) + (1� Pr[σS = 1jβS])∆
D1(?, βS, βR). (28)

Note now that by Steps 1 and 2 all terms in the above three expressions are V-shaped

with respect to βR, reaching its minimum of 0 at βS = βR. Hence, it remains to show that

the overall expected disagreement ES[∆] is continuous at the points where it switches

from ES[∆D0] to ES[∆FD] and from ES[∆FD] to ES[∆D1], i.e. where βS = β�(βR) and

βS = β��(βR) (see Proposition 1). By the proof of Lemma II.G, when βS = β�(βR), S

is indifferent between disclosing σ = 1 and non-disclosure in D0, i.e.

∆(1, β�(βR), βR) = ∆D0(?, β�(βR), βR). (29)

Note that by (3) ∆D0(?, β�(βR), βR) is a weighted average between ∆(1, β�(βR), βR) and

jβ�(βR)� βRj. Together with (29), this implies

∆(1, β�(βR), βR) = jβ
�(βR)� βRj. (30)

This together (29), (26) and (27) imply that ES[∆FDjβS = β�(βR)] = ES[∆D0jβS = β�(βR)],

as well as to the expected disagreement under any mixing between disclosure and non-

disclosure of σ = 1 (which is the only possible mixed-strategy equilibrium if βS = β�(βR)

by the proof of Lemma II.G). Consequently, ES[∆] is continuous at βS = β�(βR). By the

analogous argument, ES[∆] is continuous at βS = β��(βR). �
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5 Appendix III: Hidden cost of PC with binary signals

5.0.1 Proof of Proposition 2

Step 1 Consider the case βS > βR in D0 equilibrium. The expected perceived disagree-

ment for S is

ES[∆D0] = (Pr[σ = 1] + Pr[σ = ?])(ED0
R [eβSj?]� eβD0

R (?)) + Pr[σ = 0](eβS(0)� eβR(0)).

At the same time, under full disclosure

ES[∆FD] = Pr[σ = 1](eβS(1)� eβR(1)) + Pr[σ = 0](eβS(0)� eβR(0)) + Pr[σ = ?](βS � βR).

Then, using the expressions from Appendix I

ES[∆D0]� ES[∆FD]

= Pr[σ = 1](ED0
R [eβSj?]� eβD0

R (?)� (eβS(1)� eβR(1))) + Pr[σ = ?](ED0
R [eβSj?]� eβD0

R (?)

�(βS � βR))

= ϕ(βS p+ (1� βS)(1� p))

�

0@ �
ϕ(βR p+(1�βR)(1�p))

ϕ(βR p+(1�βR)(1�p))+(1�ϕ)
� 1
� �eβS(1)� eβR(1)

�
+
�

(1�ϕ)
βR ϕp+(1�βR)ϕ(1�p)+(1�ϕ)

�
(βS � βR)

1A
+(1� ϕ)

0@ �
ϕ(βR p+(1�βR)(1�p))

ϕ(βR p+(1�βR)(1�p))+(1�ϕ)

� �eβS(1)� eβR(1)
�

+
�

(1�ϕ)
βR ϕp+(1�βR)ϕ(1�p)+(1�ϕ)

� 1
�
(βS � βR)

1A
= Φ1Φ2

where

Φ1 =
(βS � βR)

2(1� 2p)2(1� ϕ)ϕ

(βR p+ (1� βR)(1� p))(βS p+ (1� βS)(1� p))(1� pϕ+ βR ϕ(2p� 1))
> 0,

Φ2 = (βR + βS � 1)(1� p) + βRβS(2p� 1).

Note that Φ2 is an increasing function of βS. At the same time, by Proposition 1,

βS < β�S in D0 equilibrium. Consequently,

Φ2(βS) < Φ2(β
�
S) =

�
βR +

(1� βR)(1� p)
1� p+ βR(2p� 1)

� 1
�
(1� p)

+βR
(1� βR)(1� p)

1� p+ βR(2p� 1)
(2p� 1) = 0.
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Hence, Φ1Φ2 < 0 so that

ES[∆D0]� ES[∆FD] < 0,

i.e., the sender would ex-ante prefer D0 over FD.

Step 2 Consider the case βS > βR in D1 equilibrium. The expected perceived disagree-

ment in equilibrium for S is

ES[∆D1] = (Pr[σ = 0] + Pr[σ = ?])(ED1
R [eβSj?]� eβD1

R (?)) + Pr[σ = 1](eβS(1)� eβR(1))

Then,

ES[∆D1]� ES[∆FD]

= ϕ(βS(1� p) + (1� βS)p)

�

0@ �
ϕ(βR(1�p)+(1�βR)p)

ϕ(βR(1�p)+(1�βR)p)+(1�ϕ)
� 1
� �eβS(0)� eβR(0)

�
+
�

(1�ϕ)
ϕ(βR(1�p)+(1�βR)p)+(1�ϕ)

�
(βS � βR)

1A
+(1� ϕ)

0@ �
ϕ(βR(1�p)+(1�βR)p)

ϕ(βR(1�p)+(1�βR)p)+(1�ϕ)

� �eβS(0)� eβR(0)
�

+
�

(1�ϕ)
ϕ(βR(1�p)+(1�βR)p)+(1�ϕ)

� 1
�
(βS � βR)

1A
= Φ3Φ4,

where

Φ3 = � (βS � βR)
2(1� 2p)2(1� ϕ)ϕ

(βR(1� p) + (1� βR)p)(βS(1� p) + (1� βS)p)
1

1� ϕ((1� βR)(1� p) + βR p)
< 0,

Φ4 = p(1� βR)� βS(p(1� βR) + βR(1� p)).

Function Φ4 is decreasing in βS. At the same time, by Proposition 1 in D1-equilibrium we

have βS > β��S . Consequently,

Φ4(βS) < Φ4(β
��
S ) = p(1� βR)�

p(1� βR)

βR + p(1� 2βR)
(p(1� βR) + βR(1� p)) = 0.

Hence, Φ3Φ4 > 0, i.e.

ES[∆D1]� ES[∆FD] > 0,

i.e., the sender would ex-ante prefer FD over D1.
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Step 3 Consider the case βS < βR. Then, the expressions for disagreement from Steps

1 and 2 just switch signs so that

ES[∆D0]� ES[∆FD] = �Φ1Φ2 > 0,

ES[∆D1]� ES[∆FD] = �Φ3Φ4 < 0.

Thus, the sender would ex-ante prefer FD over D0 and D1 over FD whenever D0 and D1

are the unique equilibria, respectively. �

5.0.2 Proof of Proposition 3

Step 1 In Steps 1-4 below, we consider the case that βS > βR. Define as eΘ(Partial,bβ) andeΘ(Full,bβ) the expected actual disagreement under partial and full disclosure respectively,

from the perspective of a third party endowed with prior bβ. Denote further by eβi(ι,Partial)

and eβi(ι,Full) the posterior of player i conditional on obtained information ι under partial

and full disclosure respectively. We have:

eΘ(Partial,bβ) = Ebβ
h���eβS(σ, Partial)� eβR(d, Partial)

���i
� Ebβ

heβS(σ, Partial)� eβR(d, Partial)
i

= Ebβ[eβS(σ, Partial)]� Ebβ[eβR(d, Partial)]

= Ebβ
heβS(σ, Full)

i
� Ebβ

heβR(d, Partial)
i

. (31)

In the above, the equality Ebβ[eβS(σ,Partial)] = Ebβ
heβS(σ, Full)

i
follows from the fact

that S’s expected posterior is the same under both full and partial disclosure. Note on the

other hand that

eΘ(Full,bβ) = Ebβ
h���eβS(σ, Full)� eβR(d, Full)

���i
= Ebβ

heβS(σ, Full)
i
� Ebβ

heβR(d, Full)
i

. (32)

It follows from the above that

eΘ(Partial,bβ)� eΘ(Full,bβ) � Ebβ
heβR(d, Full)

i
� Ebβ

heβR(d, Partial)
i

. (33)
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Step 2 We now show that Ebβ
heβR(d, Full)

i
� Ebβ

heβR(d, Partial)
i
> 0 if and only ifbβ > βR. Here we simply follow the analysis presented in Kartik et al. (2015) (the result is

directly implied by their Theorem 1). One can verify that

eβR(d) =
bβ(d) βRbβbβ(d) βRbβ + (1� bβ(d))1�βR

1�bβ
,

where bβ(d) is the posterior belief of the receiver had she had a prior βR =
bβ. One can

verify that the above function is concave in bβ(d) if bβ < βR and convex if the opposite

inequality holds. Blackwell (1953) has shown that a garbling increases (resp. reduces) an

individual’s expectation of any concave (resp. convex) function of his posterior. Then,

since partial disclosure is a garbling of full disclosure,12 we obtain that

Ebβ
heβR(d, Partial)

i
< (>)Ebβ

heβR(d, Full)
i

if bβ > (<)βR (34)

given that R’s posterior is a convex (concave) function of bβ(σ) if bβ > (<)βR.

Step 3 (33) and (34) together imply

eΘ(Partial,bβ)� eΘ(Full,bβ) > 0 if bβ > βR.

Thus, the third party would prefer full disclosure over partial disclosure wheneverbβ > βR, i.e., whenever βR <
bβ < βS or bβ � βS > βR.

Step 4 Consider bβ < βR < βS with βS being sufficiently close to 1. We have

eΘ(Partial,bβ) = Ebβ
h���eβS(σ, Partial)� eβR(d, Partial)

���i
= Ebβ

heβS(σ, Partial)� eβR(d, Partial)
i

= Ebβ[eβS(σ, Partial)]� Ebβ[eβR(d, Partial)]

= Ebβ
heβS(σ, Full)

i
� Ebβ

heβR(d, Partial)
i

(i.e., we have equalities at all stages in contrast to (31)). This together with (32) and (34)

implies

eΘ(Partial,bβ)� eΘ(Full,bβ) = Ebβ
heβR(d, Full)

i
� Ebβ

heβR(d, Partial)
i
< 0.

12See Kartik et al. (2015) for a formal definition of garbling.
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Hence, in this case the third party would prefer partial disclosure over full disclosure in

terms of minimizing expected actual disagreement.

Step 5 The proof for the remaining case of βS < βR is conceptually identical, and is

hence omitted. In particular, we obtain that

eΘ(Partial,bβ)� eΘ(Full,bβ) > 0 if bβ < βR,eΘ(Partial,bβ)� eΘ(Full,bβ) < 0 if βS < βR <
bβ and βS is close to 0.

�

5.1 Appendix IV: Disclosure with binary signals and prior uncertainty

5.1.1 Proof of Proposition 4.a)

Step 1 Consider a putative FD equilibrium. Let GS(GR) denote the (symmetric) cumula-

tive distribution function of S’s (R’s) prior belief. Then, if the sender discloses 0-signal,

the receiver with the prior βR believes that the disagreement is

ER[∆FD(1)] =
Z 1

βS=0

���eβS(0)� eβR(0)
��� dGS(βS).

In turn, the sender expects that the receiver’s perceived disagreement is

ESER[∆FD(1)] =
Z 1

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0

���eβS(0)� eβR(0)
��� dGS(βS)dGR(βR).

If the sender does not disclose, the expected perceived disagreement is

ESER[∆FD(?)] =
Z 1

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
jβS � βRjdGS(βS)dGR(βR).

In FD equilibrium we must have ESER[∆FD(1)]� ESER[∆FD(?)] < 0. We have

ESER[∆FD(1)]� ESER[∆FD(?)]

=
Z 1

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0

����eβS(0)� eβR(0)
���� jβS � βRj

�
dGS(βS)dGR(βR).
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Denote eβ(σ, β) the posterior belief given obtained/disclosed signal σ and prior belief β.

Besides, denote κ(βi, βj) =
���eβ(1, βi)� eβ(1, βj)

���� jβi � βjj. Then,

Z 1

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0

����eβS(0)� eβR(0)
���� jβS � βRj

�
dGS(βS)dGR(βR)

=
Z 1

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
κ(βS, βR)dGS(βS)dGR(βR)

=
Z 0.5

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
κ(βS, βR)dGS(βS)dGR(βR)

+
Z 0.5

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
κ(βS, 1� βR)dGS(βS)dGR(1� βR)

=
Z 0.5

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
κ(βS, βR)dGS(βS)dGR(βR)

+
Z 0.5

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
κ(βS, 1� βR)dGS(βS)dGR(βR)

=
Z 0.5

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
(κ(βS, βR) + κ(βS, 1� βR)) dGS(βS)dGR(βR),

where the third equality follows due to symmetry of G. Next, denote λ(βS, βR) = κ(βS, βR)+

κ(βS, 1� βR). Then, similarly,Z 0.5

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
(κ(βS, βR) + κ(βS, 1� βR)) dGS(βS)dGR(βR) (35)

=
Z 0.5

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
λ(βS, βR)dGS(βS)dGR(βR)

=
Z 0.5

βR=0

�Z 0.5

βS=0
λ(βS, βR)dGS(βS) +

Z 0.5

βS=0
λ(1� βS, βR)dGS(1� βS)

�
dGR(βR)(36)

=
Z 0.5

βR=0

Z 0.5

βS=0
(λ(βS, βR) + λ(1� βS, βR))dGS(βS)dGR(βR). (37)

Let us now show that λ(βS, βR) + λ(1 � βS, βR) < 0 for any βS < 0.5 and βR < 0.5

in which case the whole integral on the right-hand side is negative. Denote as before

x = maxfβS, βRg and y = minfβS, βRg. Then, (noting that 1� y > 1� x > x > y due to
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both x < 0.5 and y < 0.5)

λ(βS, βR) + λ(1� βS, βR)

= κ(βS, βR) + κ(βS, 1� βR) + κ(1� βS, βR) + κ(1� βS, 1� βR)

=
�eβ(1, x)� eβ(1, y)

�
� (x� y)

+
�eβ(1, 1� x)� eβ(1, y)

�
� (1� x� y)

+
�eβ(1, 1� y)� eβ(1, x)

�
� (1� y� x)

+
�eβ(1, 1� y)� eβ(1, 1� x)

�
� (1� y� (1� x))

= 2(eβ(1, 1� y)� eβ(1, y) + 2y� 1)

= 2
�

(1� y)(1� p)
(1� y)(1� p) + yp

� y(1� p)
y(1� p) + (1� y)p

+ 2y� 1
�

= � 2(1� 2p)2(1� y)(1� 2y)y
(1� p+ y(2p� 1))(y+ p(1� 2y))

< 0,

where the inequality follows due to y < 0.5.

Step 2 By symmetry considerations, the same property holds for 1-signals, i.e. ESER[∆FD(0)]�
ESER[∆FD(?)] < 0. Formally, the proof proceeds analogously redefining κ(βi, βj) =���eβ(0, βi)� eβ(0, βj)

���� jβi � βjj. �

5.1.2 Proof of Proposition 4.b)

In what follows, we assume without loss of generality that MLRP is satisfied as

∂

∂x
gS(x)
gR(x)

> 0. (38)

Step 1. Denote the difference in disagreement under disclosure and no disclosure in a

putative FD-equilibrium as

κ0(βS, βR) = jβS � βRj �
���eβ(0, βS)� eβ(0, βR)

��� ,

κ1(βS, βR) = jβS � βRj �
���eβ(1, βS)� eβ(1, βR)

��� .
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In FD, we have Z 1

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
κ0(βS, βR)gS(βS)gR(βR)dβSdβR � 0,Z 1

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
κ1(βS, βR)gS(βS)gR(βR)dβSdβR � 0.

Since the joint distribution of priors is completely symmetric with respect to either

boundary (0 or 1), the effect of 0-disclosure on the expected disagreement should be

equivalent to the effect of 1-disclosure, i.e.Z 1

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
κ0(βS, βR)gS(βS)gR(βR)dβSdβR =

Z 1

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
κ1(βS, βR)gS(βS)gR(βR)dβSdβR.

This implies that for i = 0, 1Z 1

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
κi(βS, βR)gS(βS)gR(βR)dβSdβR � 0 (39)

,
Z 1

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
η(βS, βR)gS(βS)gR(βR)dβSdβR � 0.

where η(βS, βR) = κ0(βS, βR) + κ1(βS, βR).
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Step 2. We haveZ 1

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
η(βS, βR)gS(βS)gR(βR)dβSdβR

=
Z 0.5

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
η(βS, βR)gS(βS)gR(βR)dβSdβR

+
Z 0.5

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
η(βS, 1� βR)gS(βS)gR(1� βR)dβSdβR

=
Z 0.5

βR=0

Z 0.5

βS=0
η(βS, βR)gS(βS)gR(βR)dβSdβR

+
Z 0.5

βR=0

Z 0.5

βS=0
η(1� βS, βR)gS(1� βS)gR(βR)dβSdβR

+
Z 0.5

βR=0

Z 0.5

βS=0
η(βS, 1� βR)gS(βS)gR(1� βR)dβSdβR

+
Z 0.5

βR=0

Z 0.5

βS=0
η(1� βS, 1� βR)gS(1� βS)gR(1� βR)dβSdβR

=
Z 0.5

βR=0

Z 0.5

βS=0
ς(βS, βR)dβSdβR,

where

ς(βS, βR) = η(βS, βR)gS(βS)gR(βR) + η(1� βS, βR)gS(1� βS)gR(βR)

+η(βS, 1� βR)gS(βS)gR(1� βR) + η(1� βS, 1� βR)gS(1� βS)gR(1� βR).

Hence, given Step 1, for the main claim it is sufficient to show that ς(βS, βR) � 0 for any

fβS, βRg 2 [0, 0.5]2.

Step 3. Let us show that ς(βS, βR) is increasing in p for p 2 (1/2, 1) and fβS, βRg 2
[0, 0.5]2. To simplify the notation, let us denote gS(βS) � gS1, gR(βR) � gR1, gS(1� βS) �
gS2, gR(1� βR) � gR2.

Consider first 0.5 � βR > βS. Substituting all expressions into ς(βS, βR) and simplify-

ing, we obtain

ς(βS, βR) = τ1(βR + βS � 1)(gR2gS1 + gR1gS2)

+τ2(βR � βS)(gR1gS1 + gR2gS2),
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where

τ1 = �2� (1� p)p
(βR + p� 2βR p)(βS + p� 2βS p� 1)

� (1� p)p
(βR + p� 2βR p� 1)(βS + p� 2βS p)

,

τ2 = 2� (1� p)p
(βR + p� 2βR p� 1)(βS + p� 2βS p� 1)

� (1� p)p
(βR + p� 2βR p)(βS + p� 2βS p)

.

Taking the derivative of ς(βS, βR) with respect to p and simplifying we obtain

∂ς(βS, βR)

∂p
= T1 + T2, (40)

T1 = (1� βR)βR
(2p� 1)(1� 2βR)

(βR + p� 2βR p� 1)2(βR + p� 2βR p)2
(41)

�(gR2 � gR1)(gS1 � gS2), (42)

T2 = (1� βS)βS
(2p� 1)(1� 2βS)

(βS + p� 2βS p� 1)2(βS + p� 2βS p)2
(43)

�(gR2 + gR1)(gS1 + gS2). (44)

Consider now the case βR < βS � 0.5. Substituting all expressions into ς(βS, βR) and

simplifying, we obtain in this case

ς(βS, βR) = τ1(βR + βS � 1)(gR2gS1 + gR1gS2)

+τ2(βS � βR)(gR1gS1 + gR2gS2),

Taking the derivative of ς(βS, βR) with respect to p and simplifying we obtain

∂ς(βS, βR)

∂p
= bT1 + bT2, (45)

bT1 = (1� βR)βR
(2p� 1)(1� 2βR)

(βR + p� 2βR p� 1)2(βR + p� 2βR p)2
(46)

�(gR2 + gR1)(gS1 + gS2), (47)

bT2 = (1� βR)βR
(2p� 1)(1� 2βS)

(βS + p� 2βS p� 1)2(βS + p� 2βS p)2
(48)

�(gR2 � gR1)(gS1 � gS2). (49)

Recall that fβS, βRg 2 [0, 0.5]2 by assumption. Hence, to show that ∂ς(βS,βR)
∂p � 0 in

either case we need to show that

(gR2 � gR1)(gS1 � gS2) > 0.
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This is done in the next step.

Step 4. By initial assumption, we have that for any x

gR(x) = gS(1� x).

In particular, this implies
gR(0.5)
gS(0.5)

= 1.

Note that then the MLRP in (38) implies that for any βR < 0.5 and βS < 0.5

gS(βS)

gR(βS)
<

gS(0.5)
gR(0.5)

<
gS(1� βR)

gR(1� βR)
,

gS(βS)

gR(βS)
< 1 <

gS(1� βR)

gR(1� βR)
. (50)

Since by initial assumption gR(x) = gS(1� x), (50) is equivalent to

gS(βS)

gS(1� βS)
< 1 <

gR(βR)

gR(1� βR)
.

In terms of our previous notation, this is equivalent to

gS1 < gS2,

gR1 > gR2.

Finally, this leads to

(gR2 � gR1)(gS1 � gS2) > 0. (51)

Step 5. Applying (51) to the expressions for ∂ς(βS,βR)
∂p from Step 3, we obtain

∂ς(βS, βR)

∂p
� 0.

At the same time, it is easy to verify that ς(βS, βR) = 0 for p = 1/2. Consequently,

ς(βS, βR) � 0 for any p > 1/2. Then, by Step 2 this results inZ 1

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
η(βS, βR)gS(βS)gR(βR)dβSdβR � 0.

By Step 1, this implies that the incentive constraints for full disclosure are satisfied.

�
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5.1.3 Proof of Proposition 4.c)

Step 1. Let us show that for sufficiently high x, it holds that βS > β��S (βR) =
p(1�βR)

βR+p(1�2βR)

for any fβS, βRg 2 [x, 1]2. Indeed, it is easy to verify that x > β��S (x) if and only if

x > p
p+
p

p(1�p)
. Thus, we have that for any fβS, βRg 2 [x, 1]2 it holds

βS � x > β��(x) � β��(βR),

where the last inequality is due to β��S (x) decreasing in x. Hence, βS > β��S (βR) for any

fβS, βRg 2 [x, 1]2.

Analogously, one can show that for any sufficiently small y (in particular, for any

y < p+
p

p(1�p)�1
2p�1 ), it holds βS < β�S(βR) for any fβS, βRg 2 [0, y]2.

Step 2. Let us show that if the common distribution of priors g is shifted to the right,

then D1 equilibrium always exists. The incentive constraints for D1 are (see Step 1 in the

proof of Proposition 4.a)Z 1

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
eκ0(βS, βR)g(βS)g(βR)dβSdβR � 0, (52)Z 1

βR=0

Z 1

βS=0
eκ1(βS, βR)g(βS)g(βR)dβSdβR � 0, (53)

where

eκ0(βS, βR) = ∆D1(?; βS, βR)� ∆(0; βS, βR),eκ1(βS, βR) = ∆D1(?; βS, βR)� ∆(1; βS, βR).

At the same time, for any constellation fβS, βRg 2 [x, 1]2 we have βS > β��S (βR) by

Step 1, which then implies by Proposition 1

eκ0(βS, βR) � 0,eκ1(βS, βR) � 0.

Consequently, Z 1

βR=x

Z 1

βS=x
κ0(βS, βR)gS(βS)gR(βR)dβSdβR � 0, (54)Z 1

βR=x

Z 1

βS=x
κ1(βS, βR)gS(βS)gR(βR)dβSdβR � 0. (55)
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Finally, (54) and (55) result in (52) and (53) as far as g is sufficiently skewed to the right.

Step 3. The non-existence of other pure strategy equilibria (besides D1) if g is suffi-

ciently shifted to the right follows by the analogous argument. In particular, by Step 1 and

Proposition 1 for any given constellation fβS, βRg 2 [x, 1]2 the S’s incentive constraints

for other equilibria (D0 and FD) are not satisfied. Consequently, they are still not satisfied

once we integrate them over all possible constellations fβS, βRg 2 [x, 1]2 like in Step 2. If

the probability mass set on fβS, βRg /2 [x, 1]2 gets sufficiently small, the same applies to

the integration over all possible constellations fβS, βRg 2 [0, 1]2.

Step 4. Consider the case when the distribution g is sufficiently skewed to the left,

i.e. to values [0, y]2. As before, Step 1 implies that for any given fβS, βRg 2 [0, y]2 we

have βS < β�S(βR), i.e. the S’s incentive constraints for D0 are satisfied, while for D1

and FD they are not satisfied. Consequently, the same holds once we integrate them over

all possible priors constellations in [0, y]2, and hence in [0, 1]2 (under sufficiently skewed

distribution).

5.1.4 Proof of Proposition 4.d)

Suppose that S’s prior βS is commonly known. That of R is drawn from a symmetric

distribution G over [0, 1]. Then, by the same steps as in the proof of Proposition 4.a we

obtain

ESER[∆FD(1)]� ESER[∆FD(?)] =
Z 1

βR=0

����eβS(0)� eβR(0)
���� jβS � βRj

�
dGR(βR)

=
Z 0.5

βR=0
(κ(βS, βR) + κ(βS, 1� βR)) dGR(βR). (56)
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Consider βR < 0.5 such that 1� βR > βS > βR. For such βR it holds

κ(βS, βR) + κ(βS, 1� βR) =
�eβ(1, βS)� eβ(1, βR)

�
� (βS � βR)

+
�eβ(1, 1� βR)� eβ(1, βS)

�
� (1� βR � βS)

= eβ(1, 1� βR)� eβ(1, βR) + 2βR � 1

=
(1� βR)(1� p)

(1� βR)(1� p) + βR p
� βR(1� p)

βR(1� p) + (1� βR)p
+ 2βR � 1

= � (1� 2p)2(1� βR)(1� 2βR)βR
(1� p+ βR(2p� 1))(βR + p(1� 2βR))

< 0.

Since the probability mass of βR < 0.5 such that the condition 1� βR > βS > βR is

satisfied is sufficiently large for βS sufficiently close to 0.5, the right-hand side of (56) is

negative as well. Hence, the sender would prefer to disclose 0-signal over no disclosure.

The same claim for 1-signals follows by symmetry considerations. Consequently, the FD

equilibrium exists. �

5.2 Appendix V: Endogenous matching (Proof of Proposition 5)

5.3 Appendix VI: Disclosure with continuous signals (Proof of Propo-

sition 6)

Proposition 6 follows from a set of Lemmas, which are stated and proved in what follows.

Below we denote the R’s perceived disagreement for the cases of disclosure and non-

disclosure in SDE as, respectively

∆(ι) =
���eβS(ι)� eβR(ι)

��� for ι 2 [s, s̄],

∆(?, s1, s2) =
���ER[eβSj?, s1, s2]� eβR(?js1, s2)

��� .

Lemma V.A If βS 6= βR, then ∆(s) satisfies the following:

i) There exists bs such that ∆(s) is increasing in s for all s < bs and decreasing in s for all s > bs.

ii) es < (>)bs if the player with the lower prior is less (more) extreme. Instead, es = bs if

βS = 1� βR, i.e. if players are equally extreme.
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Proof:

Step 1 i) is immediate. To show ii) we first prove that there is a unique bs such that

d
ds

�eβS(bs)� eβR(bs)� = 0

Indeed,

d
ds

�eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�
=

d
ds

0@ βS

βS + (1� βS)
f (sj0)
f (sj1)

� βR

βR + (1� βR)
f (sj0)
f (sj1)

1A
=

0B@ βR (1� βR)�
βR + (1� βR)

f (sj0)
f (sj1)

�2 �
βS (1� βS)�

βS + (1� βS)
f (sj0)
f (sj1)

�2

1CA d
ds

f (sj0)
f (sj1) .(57)

Consider the solution to

βR (1� βR)

�
βS + (1� βS)

f (sj0)
f (sj1)

�2

= βS (1� βS)

�
βR + (1� βR)

f (sj0)
f (sj1)

�2

.

Both sides are increasing in s, but we claim that they increase at different rates. To see

this, note that

d
ds

βR (1� βR)

�
βS + (1� βS)

f (sj0)
f (sj1)

�2

= 2βR (1� βR) (1� βS)

�
βS + (1� βS)

f (sj0)
f (sj1)

�
d
ds

f (sj0)
f (sj1) ,

d
ds

βS (1� βS)

�
βR + (1� βR)

f (sj0)
f (sj1)

�2

= 2βS (1� βR) (1� βS)

�
βR + (1� βR)

f (sj0)
f (sj1)

�
d
ds

f (sj0)
f (sj1) .

The result then follows from the fact that

2βR (1� βR) (1� βS)

�
βS + (1� βS)

f (sj0)
f (sj1)

�
d
ds

f (sj0)
f (sj1)

R 2βS (1� βR) (1� βS)

�
βR + (1� βR)

f (sj0)
f (sj1)

�
d
ds

f (sj0)
f (sj1)

is equivalent to

βRβS + βR (1� βS)
f (sj0)
f (sj1) R βRβS + βS (1� βR)

f (sj0)
f (sj1)
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which, in turn, is equivalent to βR R βS. Hence, bs (where ∆(s) reaches its extremum)

must be unique. Then, claim ii) follows from continuity and (i) together with ∆(es) =��βS � βR
�� > 0.

Step 2 To show (iii), define again x = maxfβS, βRg and y = minfβS, βRg such that

∆(s) = eβ(s, x)� eβ(s, y). From (57) we then have:

d
ds

∆(es) = (y (1� y)� x (1� x))
d
ds

f (esjh)
f (esjl) R 0

() y (1� y) R x (1� x) ,

so that by claim ii) es < (>)bs if y is less (more) extreme than x, and es = bs if players are

equally extreme. �

Lemma V.B (i) If βS = fβR, 1� βRg, then there exists FD.

(ii) If βS 6= fβR, 1� βRg, then a positive measure of signals is disclosed.

Proof:

Step 1. Let us show the existence of FD for βS = fβR, 1� βRg. If βS = βR then trivially

∆(s) = 0 for any s, so that S has always an incentive to disclose s. If βS = 1� βR, thenes = bs by Lemma V.A(ii). Consequently, for any s 2 [s, s̄] we obtain

∆FD(?) =
��βS � βR

�� = ∆(es) = ∆(bs) � ∆(s),

where the last inequality is by Lemma V.A (i). Hence, S has an incentive to disclose all

signals in equilibrium.

Step 2. Let us show that for βS 6= fβR, 1 � βRg there exists no equilibrium where

the set of disclosed signals has 0-measure. Assume by contradiction that this is the case.

Then, the perceived disagreement upon non-disclosure is
��βS � βR

�� (due to ϕ < 1). Then,

since ∆(s) is single peaked at bs by Lemma V.A(i) and es 6= bs by Lemma V.A(ii), we have

∆(bs) > ∆(es) = ��βS � βR
�� = ∆(?),

so that S has an incentive not to disclose all signals sufficiently close to bs, which is a

contradiction.

Lemma V.C If βS 6= fβR, 1� βRg, then the unique equilibrium is SDE.
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Proof:

Step 0 Steps 1-2 introduce key equilibrium conditions. In steps 3-4, we show that there

exists a unique SDE. Step 5 proves that any equilibrium is an SDE.

In what follows, we assume βS > βR. The proof for the reverse case follows the same

steps and is omitted.

Step 1 Consider a putative simple disclosure equilibrium. Denote the set of signals

by Ψ. Denote the (sub)set of Ψ that is being disclosed by Ψd and the complement by Ψ?.

From R’s point of view, S does not disclose an observed signal with probability

PrR(s 2 Ψ?) = βR

Z
Ψ?

f (sj1)ds+ (1� βR)
Z

Ψ?
f (sj0)ds.

When S does not disclose, R’s posterior is

eβR(?) =
ϕ

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)

Z
Ψ?
(βR f (sj1) + (1� βR) f (sj0)) eβR(s)ds

+
(1� ϕ)

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)
βR

Similarly, R’s belief about S’s posterior in this case is

ER[eβSj?] =
ϕ

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)

Z
Ψ?
(βR f (sj1) + (1� βR) f (sj0)) eβS(s)ds

+
(1� ϕ)

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)
βS.

Step 2 Given the definition of SDE and the fact that ∆(s) is single peaked, S must be

indifferent between disclosure and non-disclosure at s1 and s2. Hence, we require

∆(s) = ∆(?, s1, s2) for s = s1, s2. (58)

Next, implicitly define s�2(s1) as a value of s2 6= s1 equalizing

∆(s1) = ∆(s2)

for given s1 < bs, which is unique by Lemma V.A (i). We additionally define s�2(bs) = bs.

Then, the equilibrium condition (58) holds if and only if

∆(s1) = ∆(?, s1, s�2(s1)).
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Define function

γ(s1) � ∆(?, s1, s�2(s1))� ∆(s1)

so that SDE exists if and only if

γ(s1) = 0.

In the next steps, we show that such value of s1 always exists and is unique.

Step 3. Let us show the existence of SDE, i.e. that there exists s1 such that γ(s1) = 0.

Denote s01 the value of s1 such that ∆(s01) = ∆(es) = βS � βR. Note that

s01 6= bs (59)

since es 6= bs due to βS 6= fβR, 1� βRg (by Lemma V.A(ii)). Let us prove that γ(s01) > 0. By

Step 1 we have

∆(?, s01, s�2(s
0
1)) =

ϕ

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Snd)

Z s�2(s
0
1)

s01
(βS(s)� βR(s)) ef (s)ds

+

 
1� ϕ PrR(s 2 Snd)

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Snd)

!
(βS � βR)

=
ϕ

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Snd)

Z s�2(s
0
1)

s01
(βS(s)� βR(s)) ef (s)ds

+

 
1� ϕ PrR(s 2 Snd)

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Snd)

!
∆(s01)

> ∆(s01) (60)

where the second equality is by construction of s01, and the strict inequality follows from

the fact that βS(s)� βR(s) > ∆(s) for all s 2 (s01, s�2(s
0
1)) by 59. This implies that γ(s01) =

∆(?, s01, s�2(s
0
1))� ∆(s01) > 0.

Now let us show that γ(bs) < 0. Since bs = s�2(bs) by construction, it holds that PrR(s 2
Sndjs1 = s2 = bs) = 0 so that

∆(?,bs, s�2(bs)) = βS � βR = ∆(s01) < ∆(bs), (61)

where the inequality is again due to 59.
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Thus, we have shown that γ(s01) > 0 and γ(bs) < 0. From continuity of γ(s) it then

follows that there exists at least one s < s1 < bs such that γ(s1) = 0.

Step 4. Let us show the uniqueness of SDE. By Step 1 we have

∆(?, s1, s�2(s1)) =
ϕ

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Snd)

Z s�2(s1)

s1

(βS(s)� βR(s)) ef (s)ds

+

 
1� ϕ PrR(s 2 Snd)

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Snd)

!
(βS � βR)

=
ϕ

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Snd)

 R s�2(s1)
s1

(βS(s)� βR(s)) ef (s)ds

�PrR(s 2 Snd) (βS � βR)

!
+ (βS � βR) .

Denote η(s1) =
ϕ

(1�ϕ)+ϕ PrR(s2Snd)
so that

η0(s1) = �
�

ϕ

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Snd)

�2
 

∂ PrR(s 2 Snd)

∂s1
+

∂ PrR(s 2 Snd)

∂s�2

∂s�2
∂s1

!

= η2
�ef (s1)� ef (s�2)∂s�2

∂s1

�
.
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Then, taking the derivative of ∆(?, s1, s�2(s1)) with respect to s1 we obtain

∂∆(?, s1, s�2(s1))

∂s1
= η0(s1)

�Z s�2

s1

(βS(s)� βR(s)) ef (s)ds� PrR(s 2 Snd) (βS � βR)

�
+η(s1)(�(βS(s1)� βR(s1)) ef (s1) + (βS(s

�
2)� βR(s

�
2)) ef (s�2)∂s�2

∂s1

+ (βS � βR)

�ef (s1)� ef (s�2)∂s�2
∂s1

�
= η(s1)

2
�ef (s1)� ef (s�2)∂s�2

∂s1

��Z s�2

s1

(βS(s)� βR(s)) ef (s)ds� PrR(s 2 Snd) (βS � βR)

�
�η(s1)((βS(s1)� βR(s1))

�ef (s1)� ef (s�2)∂s�2
∂s1

�
+ (βS � βR)

�ef (s1)� ef (s�2)∂s�2
∂s1

�

= η(s1)

�ef (s1)� ef (s�2)∂s�2
∂s1

�0BB@
η(s1)

R s�2
s1
(βS(s)� βR(s)) ef (s)ds

+(1� η(s1)PrR(s 2 Snd)) (βS � βR)

�(βS(s1)� βR(s1))

1CCA
= η(s1)

�ef (s1)� ef (s�2)∂s�2
∂s1

�
(∆(?, s1, s�2(s1))� ∆(s1))

= η(s1)

�ef (s1)� ef (s�2)∂s�2
∂s1

�
γ(s1).

Thus,
∂γ(s1)

∂s1
= η(s1)

�ef (s1)� ef (s2)
∂s�2
∂s1

�
γ(s1)� ∆0(s1). (62)

Note that ∆0(s1) > 0 and ∂s�2
∂s1
< 0 for any s1 < bs by Lemma V.A (i). Then, (62) implies

that for any s1 < bs such that γ(s1) � 0 it holds γ0(s1) < 0. Consequently, if γ(s0) = 0 for

some s0 < bs, it is strictly decreasing for all s1 2 [s0,bs). Hence, the equilibrium condition

γ(s1) = 0 can be satisfied for at most one value of s1 < bs.

Step 5 We prove by contradiction that any equilibrium is a simple disclosure equi-

librium. Assume thus an equilibrium which is not an SDE. By Lemma V.B, the set of

non-disclosed signals has a positive measure. Upon non-disclosure, let the perceived dis-

agreement be denoted by C > 0. Conditional on obtaining a signal, S wants to disclose

if and only if the resulting disagreement ∆(s) is smaller than C. Recall now that ∆(s) is
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single peaked at bs by Lemma V.A(i). Hence, given that a positive measure of signals is

not disclosed, we must have C < ∆(bs). Then, there are s1, s2 satisfying s < s1 < s2 < s

such that the actual disagreement is strictly higher than C after disclosing s 2 (s1, s2) and

strictly lower than C after disclosing s < s1 and s > s2. In other words, this implies that

for any putative equilibrium, there are s1, s2 satisfying s < s1 < s2 < s such that S would

strictly prefer not to disclose for σ 2 (s1, s2) and strictly prefer to disclose if σ < s1 and

σ > s2. A putative equilibrium which is not an SDE thus gives rise to strict deviation

incentives for S. �

Lemma V.D

a) Assume that βS > βR. If βR < 1� βS, i.e. R is more extreme than S, then any equilibrium

features s1 < s2 < es, i.e. all signals congruent with R0s prior bias are disclosed. If βR > 1� βS,

i.e. R is less extreme than S, then any equilibrium features es < s1 < s2, i.e. all signals congruent

with S0s prior bias are disclosed.

b) Assume that βS < βR. If βR > 1� βS, i.e. R is more extreme than S, then any equilibrium

features es < s1 < s2, i.e. all signals congruent with R0s prior bias are disclosed. If βR < 1� βS,

i.e. R is less extreme than S, then any equilibrium features s1 < s2 < es, i.e. all signals congruent

with S0s prior bias are disclosed.

Proof:

We use the definitions of γ(s1), s01 and s�2(s1) used in the proof of Lemma V.C (see

Steps 2 and 3 there). By (61), γ(bs) < 0. At the same time, by (60) we have that γ(s01) > 0.

Consequently, by the uniqueness of the SDE

s01 < s1. (63)

Given that ∆(s) is single-peaked and the definition of s�2 , this further implies

s2 = s�2(s1) < s�2(s
0
1). (64)

Now note that by construction s01 = es if es < bs, and s�2(s
0
1) = es if es > bs. Then, the claims a)

and b) follow by Lemma V.A(ii) together with (63) and (64). �

Lemma V.E a) If ϕ increases and βR 6= 1 � βS, the equilibrium becomes more Blackwell

informative.
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Proof:

Step 0 We focus on the case of βS > βR. The proof of the reverse case is identical.

Step 2 Fix s1 and s2 at their unique equilibrium values sϕ
1 and sϕ

2 for given ϕ. Note that

by Step 1 of Lemma V.C

∆(?, sϕ
1 , sϕ

2 ) = ER[eβSj?, sϕ
1 , sϕ

2 ]� eβR(?, sϕ
1 , sϕ

2 )

=
ϕ
R sϕ

2
sϕ

1
(βR f (sj1) + (1� βR) f (sj0))

�eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds+ (1� ϕ) (βS � βR)

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)
,

and note that the latter expression is trivially always positive given the assumption

that βS > βR. Letting

A =
Z sϕ

2

sϕ
1

(βR f (sj1) + (1� βR) f (sj0))
�eβS(s)� eβR(s)

�
ds

and δ = (βS � βR) , it follows that :

∂∆(?, sϕ
1 , sϕ

2 )

∂ϕ
=

(A� δ) [(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)]

� [ϕA+ (1� ϕ) δ] [�1+ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)]

[(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)]2
.

The above expression simplifies as follows:

(A� δ) [(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)]

� [ϕA+ (1� ϕ) δ] [�1+ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)]

[(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)]2

=

A (1� ϕ) + Aϕ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)� δ (1� ϕ)� δϕ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)

+ϕA� ϕA PrR(s 2 Ψ?) + (1� ϕ) δ� (1� ϕ) δ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)

[(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)]2

=
A� PrR(s 2 Ψ?)δ

[(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)]2

=

R sϕ
2

sϕ
1
(βR f (sj1) + (1� βR) f (sj0))

�eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds� PrR(s 2 Ψ?) (βS � βR)

1
PrR(s2Ψ?) [(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)]2

> 0
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To see that the last inequality holds, note that

1
PrR(s 2 Ψ?)

Z sϕ
2

sϕ
1

(βR f (sj1) + (1� βR) f (sj0))
�eβS(s)� eβR(s)

�
ds

= E[∆(s)jsϕ
1 � s � sϕ

2 ]

> ∆(es) = βS � βR,

where the inequality is due to S having a strict incentive to disclose es in equilibrium by

Lemma V.D.

Step 3 Note that given our previous step, assuming ϕ0 > ϕ it holds true that

∆(?, sϕ
1 , sϕ

2 , ϕ0) > ∆(?, sϕ
1 , sϕ

2 , ϕ).

Using the notation from Step 3 of the proof of Lemma V.C, we obtain

γ(sϕ
1 , ϕ0) = ∆(?, sϕ

1 , sϕ
2 , ϕ0)� ∆(sϕ

1 ) > ∆(?, sϕ
1 , sϕ

2 , ϕ)� ∆(sϕ
1 ) = 0, (65)

where the last equality is by the equilibrium condition. Given that also γ(bs, ϕ0) < 0 by

(61), γ(sϕ
1 , ϕ0) > 0 yields that for the unique equilibrium level of sϕ0

1 rendering γ(sϕ0

1 , ϕ0) =

0 (since the unique equilibrium is SDE by Lemma V.B) it holds sϕ0

1 > sϕ
1 . Given that ∆(s)

is single peaked, it follows that sϕ0

2 < sϕ
2 so that

�
sϕ0

1 , sϕ0

2

�
�
�
sϕ

1 , sϕ
2
�

. This implies thatn
sϕ0

1 , sϕ0

2

o
is more Blackwell informative than

�
sϕ

1 , sϕ
2
	

. �

5.4 Appendix VII: Hidden cost of PC with continuous signals

5.4.1 Proof of Proposition 8

Step 0 We prove Point 1 in what follows. By assumption, it holds true that es < s1 <

s2. By Lemmas V.B and V.C it follows that βS 6= 1 � βR and βR > 1 � βS. We focus

on proving that S would strictly prefer to commit to full disclosure if βS > βR so that

βR 2 (1� βS, βS). The proof that S instead prefers equilibrium disclosure given βS < βR

and es < s1 < s2 is briefly outlined in our final step. The proof of Point 2 is conceptually

identical to that of Point 1 and thus entirely omitted.
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Step 1 From S’s perspective, the ex ante perceived disagreement in the SDE featuring

thresholds fs1, s2g is given by:

(1� ϕ)
h

ER[eβSj?]� eβR(?)
i

+ϕ
Z s2

s1

(βS f (sj1) + (1� βS) f (sj0))
h

ER[eβSj?]� eβR(?)
i

ds

+ϕ
Z

s/2Ψ?
(βS f (sj1) + (1� βS) f (sj0))

heβS(s)� eβR(s)
i

ds.

Recall also that we know from Step 1 in the proof of Lemma V.C that

ER[eβSj?]� eβR(?)

=
ϕ

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)

Z s2

s1

(βR f (sj1) + (1� βR) f (sj0))
�eβS(s)� eβR(s)

�
ds

+
(1� ϕ)

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrR(s 2 Ψ?)
(βS � βR) .

Step 2 We here consider a putative full disclosure equilibrium. From S’s perspective,

the ex ante perceived disagreement in an equilibrium with full disclosure is simply

ϕ
Z s2

s1

(βS f (sj1) + (1� βS) f (sj0))
heβS(s)� eβR(s)

i
ds

+ϕ
Z

s/2Ψ?
(βS f (sj1) + (1� βS) f (sj0))

heβS(s)� eβR(s)
i

ds

+ (1� ϕ) [βS � βR] .

Step 3 We introduce two expressions which we shall call Θ(Partial) and Θ(Full).

These describe the expected perceived disagreement in S’s eyes under each of the two

disclosure rules, when restricting ourselves to those events where either s 2 [s1, s2] or

S holds no signal (as otherwise the perceived disagreement is identical under the two

regimes). We have:

Θ(Partial) =
�
ϕ PrS(s 2 Ψ?) + (1� ϕ)

� h
ER[eβSj?]� eβR(?)

i
=

�
ϕ PrS(s 2 Ψ?) + (1� ϕ)

�
�

24 ϕ
(1�ϕ)+ϕ PrR (s2Ψ?)

R s2
s1
(βR f (sj1) + (1� βR) f (sj0))

�eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds

+ (1�ϕ)
(1�ϕ)+ϕ PrR (s2Ψ?) (βS � βR)

35
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and

Θ(Full) = ϕ
Z s2

s1

[βS f (sj1) + (1� βS) f (sj0)]
heβS(s)� eβR(s)

i
ds+ (1� ϕ) (βS � βR) .

Our objective is to identify conditions under which Θ(Partial) > Θ(Full), i.e.�
ϕ PrS(s 2 Ψ?) + (1� ϕ)

� h
ER[eβSj?]� eβR(?)

i
(66)

> ϕ
Z s2

s1

[βS f (sj1) + (1� βS) f (sj0)]
heβS(s)� eβR(s)

i
ds+ (1� ϕ) (βS � βR) . (67)

Step 4 Define PrbβR
(s 2 Ψ?) as the ex ante probability that s 2 [s1, s2], given the priorbβR. I.e. define:

PrbβR
(s 2 Ψ?) =

Z s2

s1

(bβR f (sj1) +
�

1� bβR

�
f (sj0))ds.

We define ∆
�

βS, βR, bβR

�
as a slightly modified version of ER[eβSj?]� eβR(?), with the

only difference that the expected distribution of signals is calculated based on the priorbβR. We let

∆
�

βS, βR, bβR

�
=

ϕ

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrbβR
(s 2 Ψ?)

Z s2

s1

(bβR f (sj1) +
�

1� bβR

�
f (sj0))

�eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds

+
(1� ϕ)

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrbβR
(s 2 Ψ?)

(βS � βR) .

Let us finally define

bΘ(Partial,bβR) =
�
ϕ PrS(s 2 Ψ?) + (1� ϕ)

� h
∆
�

βS, βR, bβR

�i
and note that bΘ(Partial,βR) = Θ(Partial).

In what follows, we shall consider the value of the above function for bβR = βS and

for bβR 2 (1� βS, βS) . We show in step 5 that bΘ(Partial,βS) = Θ(Full). We show in

step 6 that for any bβR 2 (1� βS, βS)
bΘ(Partial,bβR) > Θ(Full). Given that by assumption

βR 2 (1� βS, βS) , this implies that in particular bΘ(Partial,βR) = Θ(Partial) > Θ(Full).
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Step 5 Note that when setting bβR = βS, we have:

bΘ(Partial,βS) (68)

=
�
ϕ PrS(s 2 Ψ?) + (1� ϕ)

�
[∆ (βS, βR, βS)] (69)

=
�
ϕ PrS(s 2 Ψ?) + (1� ϕ)

�
(70)

�

24 ϕ
(1�ϕ)+ϕ PrS(s2Ψ?)

R s2
s1
(βS f (sj1) + (1� βS) f (sj0))

�eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds

+ (1�ϕ)
(1�ϕ)+ϕ PrS(s2Ψ?) (βS � βR)

35 (71)

= ϕ
Z s2

s1

[βS f (sj1) + (1� βS) f (sj0)]
heβS(s)� eβR(s)

i
ds+ (1� ϕ) (βS � βR) (72)

= Θ(Full). (73)

Step 6 Here, we show that ∆
�

βS, βR, bβR

�
increases (resp. decreases) as bβR decreases

(resp. increases), for bβR � βS. Note that we can rewrite ∆
�

βS, βR, bβR

�
as follows:

∆
�

βS, βR, bβR

�
=

264
ϕ PrbβR

(s2Ψ?)

(1�ϕ)+ϕ PrbβR
(s2Ψ?)

R s2
s1

(bβR f (sj1)+(1�bβR) f (sj0))
PrbβR

(s2Ψ?)

�eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds

+ (1�ϕ)
(1�ϕ)+ϕ PrbβR

(s2Ψ?) (βS � βR)

375 .

From the above expression, note that ∆
�

βS, βR, bβR

�
is thus a weighted average of the

expressions

EbβR

heβS(s)� eβR(s) js 2 [s1, s2]
i

=
Z s2

s1

(bβR f (sj1) +
�

1� bβR

�
f (sj0))

PrbβR
(s 2 Ψ?)

�eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds

and (βS � βR). The first expression is weighted by
ϕ PrbβR

(s2Ψ?)

(1�ϕ)+ϕ PrbβR
(s2Ψ?) and the second is

weighted by (1�ϕ)
(1�ϕ)+ϕ PrbβR

(s2Ψ?) . In other words, ∆
�

βS, βR, bβR

�
can be written as:

∆
�

βS, βR, bβR

�
= p(bβR)A(bβR) + (1� p(bβR))(βS � βR),

where we let

p(bβR) =
ϕ PrbβR

(s 2 Ψ?)

(1� ϕ) + ϕ PrbβR
(s 2 Ψ?)
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and we let

A(bβR) = EbβR

heβS(s)� eβR(s) js 2 [s1, s2]
i

.

The derivative of ∆
�

βS, βR, bβR

�
w.r.t. bβR is thus given by

∂∆
�

βS, βR, bβR

�
∂bβR

=
∂p(bβR)

∂bβR

A(bβR) + p(bβR)
∂A(bβR)

∂bβR

� ∂p(bβR)

∂bβR

(βS � βR)

= p(bβR)
∂A(bβR)

∂bβR

+
∂p(bβR)

∂bβR

h
A(bβR)� (βS � βR)

i
.

In order to prove that
∂∆(βS,βR,bβR)

∂bβR
< 0, it thus suffices to show that ∂A(bβR)

∂bβR
< 0,

h
A(bβR)� (βS � βR)

i
> 0

and ∂p(bβR)

∂bβR
< 0. We show in what follows that these properties are indeed satisfied forbβR 2 (1� βS, βS].

Note first that
∂ PrbβR

(s2Ψ?)

∂bβR
=
R s2

s1
( f (sj1) � f (sj0))ds, which is strictly negative given

that we know that f (sj0) > f (sj1) for any s 2 [s1, s2] , recalling that es < s1 < s2 by as-

sumption. It follows immediately that (1�ϕ)
(1�ϕ)+ϕ PrbβR

(s2Ψ?) = 1 � p(bβR) increases in bβR

and that
ϕ PrbβR

(s2Ψ?)

(1�ϕ)+ϕ PrbβR
(s2Ψ?) = p(bβR) decreases in bβR. Second, to show that A(bβR) �

(βS � βR) > 0 note that by the fact that es < s1, ∆(s1) = ∆(s2) in SDE and the hump

shape of ∆(s) we obtain

βS � βR = ∆(es) < ∆(s1) < ∆(s)js 2 (s1, s2).

Third, we now show that A(bβR) = EbβR

h�eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�
js 2 [s1, s2]

i
decreases as bβR
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increases. Note that:

∂

�R s2
s1

(bβR f (sj1)+(1�bβR) f (sj0))
PrbβR

(s2Ψ?)

�eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds
�

∂bβR

=
Z s2

s1

0@ ( f (sj1)� f (sj0))
hR s2

s1
bβR f (sj1) +

�
1� bβR

�
f (sj0)ds

i
�
hbβR f (sj1) +

�
1� bβR

�
f (sj0)

i hR s2
s1
( f (sj1)� f (sj0))ds

i 1A
h
PrbβR

(s 2 Ψ?)
i2

�eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds

=

0@ hR s2
s1
bβR f (sj1) +

�
1� bβR

�
f (sj0)ds

i hR s2
s1
( f (sj1)� f (sj0))

�eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds
i

�
hR s2

s1
( f (sj1)� f (sj0))ds

i hR s2
s1

�bβR f (sj1) +
�

1� bβR

�
f (sj0)

� �eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds
i 1A

h
PrbβR

(s 2 Ψ?)
i2

=

0@ �
hR s2

s1
( f (sj1)� f (sj0))ds

i hR s2
s1

�bβR f (sj1) +
�

1� bβR

�
f (sj0)

� �eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds
i

+
hR s2

s1
bβR f (sj1) +

�
1� bβR

�
f (sj0)ds

i hR s2
s1
( f (sj1)� f (sj0))

�eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds
i 1A

h
PrbβR

(s 2 Ψ?)
i2

<

0@ �
hR s2

s1
( f (sj1)� f (sj0))ds

i hR s2
s1

�bβR f (sj1) +
�

1� bβR

�
f (sj0)

� �eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds
i

+
hR s2

s1
bβR f (sj1) +

�
1� bβR

�
f (sj0)ds

i hR s2
s1
( f (sj1)� f (sj0))

i hR s2
s1

�eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds
i 1A

h
PrbβR

(s 2 Ψ?)
i2

=

�
hR s2

s1
( f (sj1)� f (sj0))ds

i0@ hR s2
s1

�bβR f (sj1) +
�

1� bβR

�
f (sj0)

� �eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds
i

�
hR s2

s1
bβR f (sj1) +

�
1� bβR

�
f (sj0)ds

i hR s2
s1

�eβS(s)� eβR(s)
�

ds
i 1A

h
PrbβR

(s 2 Ψ?)
i2

< 0.

Above, the first equality follows from the application of Leibniz’ rule. The first and the

second inequality follow from applying Hölder’s inequality.

Thus, we have shown that
∂∆(βS,βR,bβR)

∂bβR
< 0. This implies that

∂bΘ(Partial,bβR)

∂bβR

< 0.
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In sum, we obtain that for βS > βR and es < s1 < s2 it holds

Θ(Partial) = bΘ(Partial,βR) >
bΘ(Partial,βS) = Θ(Full). (74)

Here, the inequality follows from the previous inequality, while the second equality is by

Step 5.

Step 7 Suppose now instead that βS < βR and es < s1 < s2. Note that combining the

assumptions βS < βR and es < s1 < s2 implies that βR 2 (βS, 1) by Lemma V.D. The

argument follows the same logic as above. It still holds true bΘ(Partial,βS) = Θ(Full) and

that bΘ(Partial,βR) = Θ(Partial). It also still holds true that Θ(Partial,bβR) is decreasing inbβR. It follows that

Θ(Partial) = bΘ(Partial,βR) <
bΘ(Partial,βS) = Θ(Full).

5.4.2 Proof of Proposition 9

The argument here is exactly identical to the proof of the counterpart of this result for the

case of binary signals (Proposition 3).

5.5 Appendix VIII: Instrumental disagreement aversion.

Proof of Proposition ??.

Step 1. Consider the disclosure choice of the agent in a putative FD-equilibrium if she

holds a signal σ 2 f0, 1g. Let:

∆σ(βS, βR) = Π(σ)�ΠFD(?), σ 2 f0, 1g,

where ΠFD(?) is the value of Π after no disclosure in a putative FD-equilibrium. Recall

that S prefers a higher Π(d), since he maximized the likelihood of being hired. Hence,

in an FD-equilibrium, S has no strict incentive to deviate when holding a σ-signal if and
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only if ∆σ(βS, βR) � 0 for σ 2 f0, 1g. We have

∆1(βS, βR) = Π(1)�ΠFD(?)

= eβR(0)eβS(0) + (1� eβR(0))(1� eβS(0))

�βRβS � (1� βR)(1� βS)

=
(βS + βR � 2βRβS)(2p� 1)

(1� p+ βR(2p� 1))(1� p+ βS(2p� 1))
�((βR + βS � 1)(1� p) + βRβS(2p� 1)).

It is easy to show that the fraction on the right-hand side is always positive. Hence,

∆1(βS, βR) � 0

, (βR + βS � 1)(1� p) + βRβS(2p� 1) � 0

, βS �
(1� p)(1� βR)

1� p+ βR(2p� 1)
.

Similarly,

∆0(βS, βR) = Π(0)�ΠFD(?)

= eβR(1)eβS(1) + (1� eβR(1))(1� eβS(1))

�βRβS � (1� βR)(1� βS)

=
(βS + βR � 2βRβS)(2p� 1)

(p� βR(2p� 1))(p� βS(2p� 1))
�(p(1� βR � βS) + βRβS(2p� 1)).

Hence,

∆0(βS, βR) � 0

, (p(1� βR � βS) + βRβS(2p� 1)) � 0

, βS �
p(1� βR)

βR + p(1� 2βR)
.

Thus, ∆0(βS, βR) and ∆1(p, βS, βR) are both positive if and only if

βS 2
�
(1� p)(1� βR)

1� p+ βR(2p� 1)
,

p(1� βR)

βR + p(1� 2βR)

�
.
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This condition is equivalent to the one for FD appearing in Proposition 1.

Step 2. Consider conditions when S find it optimal to conceal 1-signals and disclose

0-signals at the first stage. For this we need to have

Π(0) � ΠD0(?),

Π(1) � ΠD0(?),

where ΠD0(?) is the value of Π after no disclosure in a putative equilibrium where only

0-signals are disclosed. Note that

ΠD0(?) = Pr[σ = 1j?]Π(0) + (1� Pr[σ = 1j?])ΠFD(?).

Consequently,

Π(0) � ΠD0(?) iff Π(0) � ΠFD(?).

Hence, by Step 1,

Π(0) � ΠD0(?) iff βS �
p(1� βR)

βR + p(1� 2βR)
.

Next, Π(0) � ΠD0(?) immediately implies the remaining condition Π(1) > ΠD0(?).
Indeed,

p(1� βR)

βR + p(1� 2βR)
>

(1� p)(1� βR)

1� p+ βR(2p� 1)
.

Consequently,

βS � p(1� βR)

βR + p(1� 2βR)

) βS >
(1� p)(1� βR)

1� p+ βR(2p� 1)

, Π(1) > ΠFD(?),

where the last step is by Step 1. Thus, D0 exists if and only if βS �
p(1�βR)

βR+p(1�2βR)
, which is

equivalent to the corresponding condition in Proposition 1.

Step 3. The proof for D1-equilibrium proceeds analogously to Step 2.
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5.6 Appendix IX: Joint observation of public signals

5.6.1 Proof of Proposition 15

Step 1 This proves Point 1 of the proposition. Assume without loss of generality that

x � y. Given the definitions in section 2.4.1 we have

Λx(x, y, p) = P(σ = 1 jx )D0(x, y, p) + P(σ = 0 jx )D1(x, y, p)

= (xp+ (1� x)(1� p))
�

xp
xp+ (1� x)(1� p)

� yp
yp+ (1� y)(1� p)

�
+ (1� (xp+ (1� x)(1� p)))

�
x(1� p)

x(1� p) + (1� x)p
� y(1� p)

y(1� p) + (1� y)p

�
.

At the same time,

Λx(x, y,
1
2
) = x� y.

The difference Vx(x, y, p) = Λx(x, y, 1
2)�Λx(x, y, p) further simplifies to

Vx(x, y, p) =
(1� 2p)2(x� y)(1� y)y

(y+ p� 2py)(2py+ 1� (p+ y))
. (75)

It can be trivially shown that this expression is always positive no matter the values of

x, y and p, where Vx equals to 0 if and only if y 2 f0, x, 1g, which proves Point 1 of the

proposition.

Step 2 Let us show that the derivative of Vx(x, y, p) with respect to y is convex in y if

x > y and concave in y if y > x. Consider x > y. Taking the third derivative of Vx(x, y, p)

and simplifying we obtain

∂3Vx(x, y, p)
∂y3 =

6(1� 2p)2(1� p)p
(1� y� p(1� 2y))4(y+ p(1� 2y))4

M, (76)

where

M = y4(1� 2p)4 � 4y3x(1� 2p)4 + p� 4p2 + 6p3 � 3p4 + 6y2(x(1� 2p)4

+(1� 2p)2(1� p)p) + x(1� 2p)2(1� 2p+ 2p2)

�4y(1� 2p)2(x+ p� 3xp� p2 + 3xp2).
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Let us show that M > 0. Note that M is linear in x. Hence, to prove that M as a

function of x is positive on (y, 1) it is sufficient to show that it is positive at the boundaries

of this interval. We have that at x = y

Mjx=y = 6y3(1� 2p)4 � 3y4(1� 2p)4 + p� 4p2 + 6p3 � 3p4

+y(1� 2p)2(1� 6p+ 6p2)� 2y2(1� 2p)2(2� 9p+ 9p2).

One can verify that this function of y has no roots on [0,1]. Besides at y = 0 this expression

turns to p(1� 4p) + 6p3(1� 0.5p) > 0. Hence,

Mjx=y > 0. (77)

Next,

Mjx=1 = 1� 4y3(1� 2p)4 + y4(1� 2p)4 � 5p+ 10p2 � 10p3 + 5p4

�4y(1� 2p)2(1� 2p+ 2p2) + 6y2(1� 2p)2(1� 3p+ 3p2).

One can verify that this function of y has no roots on [0,1]. Besides at y = 0 this expression

turns to 1� 5p(1� 2p)� 10p3(1� 0.5p) > 0. Hence,

Mjx=1 > 0.

This together with (77) and the fact that M is linear in x implies that M > 0. Consequently,

by (76)

∂3Vx(x, y, p)
∂y3 > 0,

i.e., the derivative of Vx with respect to y is convex in y if x > y.

The claim that the derivative of Vx with respect to y is concave in y if y > x follows

analogously.

Step 3 Now we can prove Point 2 of the proposition. From Step 1 and the continuity

of Vx(x, y, p) in y it follows that

∂Vx(x, y, p)
∂y jy=0

> 0,

∂Vx(x, y, p)
∂y jy!x�

< 0,
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Since further ∂Vx(x,y,p)
∂y is convex in y by Step 2, it follows that it has a unique root on

(0, x). This implies that Vx(x, y, p) is single-peaked in y for y 2 [0, x]. The claim for x < y

follows analogously given that

∂Vx(x, y, p)
∂y jy=x+

> 0,

∂Vx(x, y, p)
∂y jy=1�

< 0

by Step 1, and ∂Vx(x,y,p)
∂y is concave in y for x < y by Step 2.

Step 4 Now we can prove Point 3 of the proposition. Let us show that for x < 1/2 the

maximum of Vx(x, y, p) is reached for y > 1/2 (the reverse argument then immediately

follows by symmetry considerations). First, note that for x = 1/2 we should have that

the left and the right peaks (see Step 3) yield the same value of Vx(x, y, p) by symmetry

considerations. Next, we have that

y > x :
∂Vx(x, y, p)

∂x
=

(1� y)y(1� 2p)2

(y� 1+ p� 2yp)(y+ p� 2yp)
< 0, (78)

y < x :
∂Vx(x, y, p)

∂x
= � (1� y)y(1� 2p)2

(y� 1+ p� 2yp)(y+ p� 2yp)
> 0, (79)

This implies that as x decreases, maxy Vx(x, y, pjy > x) is increasing and maxy Vx(x, y, pjy <
x) is decreasing. Hence, overall maxy Vx(x, y, p) is reached at by > x. To show that by > 1/2

we use the fact that

∂Vx(x, y, p)
∂y jy=1/2

=
4(1� 2p)2(� 3

16(1� 2p)2 � x(1� p)p+ (1+ x)(1� p)p+ 1
4(1� 7(1� p)p))

(1� p+ 1
2(2p� 1))2

> 0.

Hence, the right peak (maximizing Vx(x, y, p)) is reached to the right of y = 1/2. �

5.6.2 Proof of Proposition 16

We further denote

µ(x, y) = minfVx(x, y), Vy(x, y)g.
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Given that both players should agree to participate, the probability of signal acquisi-

tion is maximized if and only if µ(x, y) is maximized.

Step 1 Note that µ(x, y) should reach its maximum at some values fx�, y�g where

x�, y� 6= f0, 1g since minfVx(x, y), Vy(x, y)g = 0 if either x or y are at the boundaries

while there exists some fx, yg where µ(x, y) > 0 (by Proposition 10.1).

Step 2 By (78) and (79) we have that Vx(x, y) is linearly increasing (decreasing) in x

for x > y (x < y). Analogously, Vy(x, y) is linearly increasing (decreasing) in y for y > x

(y < x).

Step 3 Let us show that µ(x, y) must reach its maximum at some fx�, y�g where

Vx(x�, y�) = Vy(x�, y�). Assume by contradiction that this is not the case so that for

instance, Vx(x�, y�) < Vy(x�, y�). Then, by Steps 1 and 2 one can slightly change x to

raise the value of Vx(x, y) so that µ(x, y) = Vx(x, y) < Vy(x, y) continues to hold. In

other words, one can raise µ(x, y) at least by a slight perturbation of x which proves that

fx�, y�g is not the optimum. The symmetric argument excludes Vx(x�, y�) > Vy(x�, y�).

Step 4 We have shown that Vx(x�, y�) = Vy(x�, y�). Given (75) (and the symmet-

rical expression for Vy(x, y, p)), this condition holds if and only if either x� = y� or

ω0(x�, y�) = ω1(x�, y�) (in which case a difference in the probability weights on ω0(x�, y�)

and ω1(x�, y�) does not matter). One can in turn verify that the latter condition is true

if and only if either x� = y� or x� = 1� y�. In the first case, we have µ(x, x) = 0 by

Proposition 11.1 so it cannot be optimal. Hence, at the optimum it must hold x� = 1� y�.

Step 5 Let us finally show that there is unique x� 2 (0, 1/2)where µ(x�, 1� x�) is max-

imized (in which case µ(x, y) is also maximized by Step 4). Let us show that µ(x, 1� x) is

concave. Note that by symmetry considerations Vx(x, 1� x) = V1�x(x, 1� x). Hence,

∂2µ(x, 1� x)
∂x2

=
∂2Vx(x, 1� x)

∂x2

= 2(1� p)p(2p� 1)
�

1
(p(1� 2x) + x� 1)3

+
1

(p(1� 2x) + x)3

�
< 0.

Given that µ(x, 1� x) is concave in x and is equal to 0 at x = 0 and x = 1/2 by Proposition

10.1, we obtain that there is unique x� 2 (0, 1/2) maximizing µ(x, 1� x).


